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1.

I came up from the darkness. Awakening. Discovering, almost
immediately that I could not open my eyes. I could see the ruddy
glow of the back of my eyelids, so I knew I wasn't blind. Was I
drugged then? I could hear voices talking, just far enough away
to  make the  individual  words  indistinguishable.  Some earnest
conversation was being conducted. Of that, I was quite certain. I
was lying on something quite firm, not a bed. It was possible to
tell that. I sniffed the air, a smell of antiseptic. 

Oh no!
Was I in the mortuary? Did they think I was dead?
I  couldn't  utter  a  sound.  I  could  not  feel  my tongue.  Had I

become catatonic? What if they started to do an autopsy. It was
so frightening, so horrible. I tried to scream out, move a limb. I
could  not  even feel  my limbs.  The only  activities  currently  as
options were smell, hearing, together with thought. Why did my
eyes refuse to open when I was capable of  smelling it  did not
make a great deal of sense. A further revelation began to dawn
on me then, more problems. I could not remember my name. 

I could not even remember if I was an adult or child, male or
female. It was clear that I had injuries, yet I felt no pain. There
must have been some sort of trauma, was I heavily medicated.
What type of  painkiller robs one of  the knowledge of  oneself?
Maybe it was my head that was injured? That had to be it. I had
brain  damage.  I  could  not  feel  because  my  brain  could  not
receive the appropriate signals from my nerves. Yet if that was
the case, how come I could smell, hear. I had to understand what
the  two  male  voices  were  saying.  As  I  decided  that,  I  was
suddenly  able  to  hear  both  of  them.  Background  chatter  and
various  noises  also  increased,  as  if  I  had  turned  up  a
microphone. There was plenty of time to worry about that later, I
had to learn something, anything. 

"Down to x-ray, he'll have some sort of internal injuries, better
give him an MRI too".   

"It's a bit frightening when you think about it. I thought the
kiosks were supposed to stop anything like this happening". 



"Hey, even multiple safety mechanisms can fail in sequence, no
machine's perfect. He's probably lucky to still  be in one piece.
Not mangled to shredded lumps of flesh".

"I'll get a porter. Once we have some images we can find out
how to operate, give him a chance to come out of it".

The conversation ceased. I was male then. Guessed I was an
adult, though I had no idea how old. I figured if I were a kid, my
parents would have gotten involved in the little tableau that had
just played out.  

All I could do was wait. After a period that seemed like a long
pause, the door opened, to allow a figure to grab the gurney. It
had to be a gurney because I felt movement beneath me but had
not been transferred bodily to another platform. 

So what did I know?
A kiosk,  whatever  that  was,  had malfunctioned whilst  I  had

been in  it,  near  it,  injuring  me.  I  wondered if  something had
impacted  it  while  I  had  been inside?  Something  violent  must
have  happened  for  them  to  think  I  could  have  ended  up  as
'shredded flesh'? 

For  the  next  couple  of  hours,  I  was  bored  by  the  endless
waiting between being x rayed and placed in the MRI. How come
I knew what they were when I couldn't remember who I was, or
what a kiosk did? As I'm no expert on the brain though... or am
I? I mean, what did I do? Could I earn a living once this was all
over? I still had language skills, but I had no idea what the year
was.  I  might  be  married with kids,  grand-kids,  or  I  might  be
seventeen?  I could be at University, or I could be nearing the
end of my life. It was an incredibly frustrating period. All I could
do was wait for the next conversation. See how much the medics
gave away. 

Finally,  I  was wheeled back,  to another part of  the hospital.
One of the voices which I recognised from earlier remarked, 

"Ah, here he is, good, because I'm due to end shift in ten". 
"A new, female voice then asked, "Is this the kiosk case you

were telling me about, Doctor"?
"That's  right.  A  lucky  chap,  by  the  sound of  it.  His  pattern

could have been scrambled beyond recognition when the thing



went down. It suffered terrible damage in the explosion. Found
this chap five metres from it sprawled on the grass". 

"He had to have been through it though"?
"It was metres away from the next one. The only other way he

could have gotten to where he was, he'd walked there". 
The woman laughed, "Must have used the kiosk then unless

he's  gah-gah  cuckoo".  The  woman  had  a  pleasant  voice.  I
wondered what she looked like? I tried to open my eyes again.
No chance. Where they stuck down for some reason? Why would
anyone stick my eyes down? 

I could hear the movement of clothing. The sound of a switch
thrown. There was a lengthy silence.  Finally,  the male Doctor
asked, in a voice filled with incredulity, 

"Have you ever seen an x-ray like this before"? 
Equally mystified, the woman replied, "Are they bones? Am I

looking at a skeleton"?
"I don't know", the Doctor admitted. 
I was in trouble.
The man who was responsible for bringing me back to health

did not understand my x rays.
"Let's have a look at the MRI. Whatever it is that's not showing

up  on  the x-ray fluoroscopic  display,  because  they  are  not
opaque enough to stand out from the surrounding substrate -
might be easier to see on them"?

More earnest silence, if there can be such a thing. Before the
woman noted, 

"Identification  of  retained  foreign  bodies  on MRI  can prove
exceedingly  difficult  when  the  object does not  result  in
significant  magnetic  field  inhomogeneity  with  resultant
susceptibility artefact".

"Are you listening to what you're saying? That this man has an
artificial  bone  structure!  Replacements  in  that  degree  are
impossible". 

"In this world, yes. He must be from some other".
"Some other, look at him, he's human. Humans have bones. If

he has artificial bones, what is creating his blood? The soft bone
marrow, which can be found inside many of our bones, makes



most  of  the  body's  red  blood  cells,  white  blood  cells,  and
platelets. I don't need to tell you that, you're not a child". 

"That's  right,  Doctor,  we're  both  adults  here",  the  woman
sounded vexed. She was.   

"Yeah, sorry, you're right. If these bones were strong enough to
survive the kiosk blast though, they must be tougher than actual
bone, yet they are practically transparent to x rays. It doesn't add
up. No planet in the region has the technology to take out an
entire  skeleton,  replacing it  with this.  More to the point,  why
would anyone want to"? 

"There's something else, Doctor", the woman warned then, "He
may be unconscious, but other than that I can detect no injuries
on these images".

"No, no, no, he came in with multiple internal trauma, we had
to stop bleeding from several deep gashes ... take his gown off".

Charming, I hadn't even offered to buy her dinner. I heard the
rustle of fabric, then she gasped. I hope it was because she was
impressed. 

It was the man who spoke as if in a daze, "Not a mark on him!
That's impossible"!

"Evidently it  isn't",  the woman sounded mildly amused, "He
must have recuperative properties that exceed anything we could
conceivably credit as possible. He's healed across if what you say
is true. I don't doubt your word Doctor. What we have here is a
special case. A very special case indeed".   

They chatted some more. I found myself drifting. I could not
focus on the  detail  of  the conversation after a  while.  Before  I
knew it, I was gone. 

2. 

Consciousness returned. Up until that moment, I had not been
aware that my period of being out was devoid of any sensation at
all. I had been dead as far as I was concerned. I only realised it
when  I  was  dead-to-the-world  no  longer.  My  arm  itched.  I
opened  my  eyes,  forced  to  close  them  immediately  at  the
blinding brilliance of the room. Slowly accustoming my eyes to
seeing once again, I  cracked them a millimetre at a time. The



room was white. All of it. The walls, ceiling, equipment. Even the
3D Plasma in the corner, had been created from white neuplas. I
knew what a Plasma was, yet still had no idea who I might be. I
was in a hospital bed. A thin sheet pulled over me up to my chin.
Squinting down at my arm, I saw that it was outside the covers.
Down the outer skin was a thin red line, the source of the itching.
It was a scar. The realisation hit me, with it a cold fury at what
they had done. I had been cut-open so that they could take a look
at one of my bones! Someone wanted to see a humerus not made
of bone with little regard for the patient's comfort. The scar was
itching, so how long had I been in a medically induced coma?
Further  violation.  What  sort  of  a  world  was  I  an unfortunate
citizen off?  

By the time someone noticed that my eyes were moving, I had
checked myself thoroughly. I felt physically whole. The kiosk had
done no permanent damage to me. As I thought about it, a flash
of  memory  charged  through  my  synapses.  I  remembered  the
incident.  I  remembered  the  explosion  throwing  me  several
metres out of its entrance to land awkwardly on the pavement.
My body had suffered injuries, that were healed by then. A nurse
suddenly  entered  the  sterile  antiseptic-smelling  room.  She
smiled encouragingly, 

"Awake, good, let me go and tell the doctor, Mister ...".
I  had no idea who I was the blast  must have destroyed any

identification I might have been carrying with me at the time. I
felt like I had to tell her something. That was when I noticed the
number on the open door. I was in room twenty-three. 

"Twent ...". My throat was so dry, my tongue slightly swollen, I
slurred the beginning of the number badly.

"Ah",  she  smiled  again,  "Mister  Trent,  let  me  get  the  good
physician, Doctor Gheric".

She was gone before I could correct the mistake. Oh well, Trent
would do for then. I had a bone to pick with Gheric if it was he
who had wanted to see my bone up close and personal.  I also
suddenly discovered that I needed to get out of that place, even if
I did not know why". 

In stepped the man in question, he did not smile.



"Mister Trent, you gave us quite a ...". He froze when he saw
my arm, "Your arm", he muttered incoherently as far as I was
concerned, "It's almost completely healed, that's impossible".

I  managed,  "Did  you  open  it  up,  Doctor".  My  speech  was
improving  as  rapidly
as  everything  else  it
seemed. 

"Er,  yes  for
exploratory ...".

That was enough for
me.  If  he  were
Frankenstein,  that
made me the monster.
I fluidly dived up from
the  supine  position  I
had  been  previously
assuming.  My  hands
gripped either  side  of
his  head  before  he
could react.  I twisted.
There was a gruesome
cracking  crunch.
Gheric fell dead at my
bare  feet,  neck
broken. 

It  seemed  I  was
some  sort  of
professional assassin. Or perhaps a military man. In any event,
someone trained to kill quickly with maximum efficiency. I felt
no remorse at slaying someone who opened up my arm just out
of curiosity. I did not question my lack of guilt at the enormity of
my crime at the time.  

Stripping the corpse swiftly,  with the minimum of expended
energy, I dressed in the scrubs myself. Fortunately for me, the
theatre clogs from his feet also fit mine. We were both about the
same height, build, both dark of complexion. With luck, I could
simply walk out of the building with a minimum of fuss. What I
was going to do after that I had not the foggiest of clues. Placing



the naked body of the Doctor onto the bed, I covered him with
the sheet. With more luck, I could get out of the grounds before
the substitution was discovered. It was not a great plan, but it
was  the  best  plan  I  had.  I  looked  for  an  avenue  of  escape.  I
noticed the view from a window, nothing but sky. The building
was  tall.  I  needed  the  lift.  As  casually  as  I  could  manage,  I
sauntered  to  one,  slipping  inside.  My  room  had  been  on  the
twentieth floor.  I  was just about to press for the ground floor
when a blonde woman rushed into the car with me. 

"Which floor"? I managed to ask. She looked at me. I could not
help but notice that she was a very good looking woman indeed.
How did I know that when I had only met two in recent memory,
or any memory? 

"They will be waiting by the lifts in the lobby, If I were you I
would go down to the second floor, taking the stairs the rest of
the way. You might get out then".

That filled my head with several questions. I was aware that it
would not be long before the Doctor's corpse would be detected
though. I pressed for the second floor as I asked, 

"You seem to have the advantage over me, Miss ..."?
"I'm  Ekterina, do you know who you are"?
"Gheric Trent for now. Unless you tell me otherwise. You seem

to know me, or at least my current quandary".
"Get  out  of  the  hospital  as  quickly  as  you  can  then  Mister

Gheric Trent before security locks the place sideways". 
As the lift  descended through the floors,  I  demanded of  the

beautiful blonde,
"Tell me what you know, help me"?
"I am helping you. Get out at the second,  take the stairs at the

back of the building, move as swiftly as you can, Trent. I'll see
you later when it's safe to do so".

Before I  could demand a further  explanation,  the doors slid
back. The lift had taken us to the second floor. I got out alone,
the girl had stayed in the car. There seemed no time to waste,
especially  when a bell  started ringing through the building.  It
seemed the good Doctor's body had been found. Dashing toward
the back of  the building I  rushed through the doorway to the
stairs. How did I know it was the building's rear? One thing a



hospital  has is  plenty  of  signage.  Throwing myself  down each
flight  onto  each  landing  in  single  bounds,  marvelling  at  my
vitality,  I  was soon as far down as the stairway allowed. I felt
marvellously fit, strong, vital for someone who had been in an
explosion.  Judging by what  the  Doctor  had said,  recently  too.
Through a door and around the wall  of  the  stairwell,  straight
through a fire exit. 

The brilliance of a binary star system lighting the sky did not
surprise  me.  Not  only  that,  but  three  small  moons  were  also
visible,  three  of  seven.  A  flash  of  memory  told  me  I  was  on
Ascella Four in the Teapot Asterism, As seen from the northern
hemisphere  of  Terra  Prime,  the  constellation's  brighter  stars
form an easily recognisable asterism known as "the Teapot". The
stars δ Sgr (Kaus Media), ε Sgr (Kaus Australis), ζ Sgr (Ascella),
and φ Sgr form the body of the pot; λ Sgr (Kaus Borealis) is the
point  of  the  lid; γ2 Sgr (Alnasl)  is  the  tip  of  the  spout;  and σ
Sgr (Nunki)  and τ  Sgr the  handle.  These  same  stars  originally
formed the bow and arrow of Sagittarius. Marking the bottom of
the teapot's "handle" (or the shoulder area of the archer) is the
bright  star  (2.59  magnitude)  Zeta  Sagittarii (ζ  Sgr),
named Ascella,  and  the  fainter Tau  Sagittarii (τ  Sgr).  Quite  a

flash  then,  plenty  of
information there to mull over.

None of it a great deal of use
in  my  present  predicament
though.  I  suspected  to  get
anywhere in the city. I needed
one  or  two  vital  things.
Identification,  plus  the  ability
to pay for services. Apart from
that, where was I to go, why? 

3.

A harsh voice suddenly demanded, "You, freeze. What are you
doing back here"?

I looked toward the man. Tall, lean, dressed all in black save
for a circular white collar at his throat. He was a vicar.  



The  Validating  Investigative  Constable  of  Authority  and
Reparation  walked  toward  me  slowly  with  an  admonishment
pistol unwaveringly pointed at my chest. 

I  tried,  "Attempting  to  leave  the  hospital  surreptitiously,
Officer. The Mother-in-law was going to  meet me".

Still holding the admostol, the vicar pulled a small pad of sorts
from his coat with his free hand.

"Let's see some thumb", he demanded harshly.
Obligingly I held out my right hand. It  came to me that my

thumb was my identification. 
"Not that one", the vicar barked, "Your i. d. thumb, your left"?
"I've  been  in  an  accident",  I  told  him  lamely,  "The  kiosk

explosion, that was me if you saw it on the web". 
Vicar  grunted,  grasped  my  thumb,  pressed  it  to  his  plate.  I

could have taken the admostol from him at that moment, but he
was going to tell me who I was.

Oh no, he wasn't! 
He looked up when the pad let out a fart, his features covered

in astonishment,
"You're not registered, even off-worlders are registered.  You're

not the kiosk victim, you've had a thumboplasty"!
My right  arm swatted  the  admostol  from out  of  the  line  of

sight,  as,  at  the  same  instant,  my  other,  crashed  against  his
temple. The side of his face crumbled as if I had struck a pinata.
His head did not contain sweeties though. It was full of blood,
brain fluid, those sort of treats. As he hit the ground, I retrieved
the admonishment pistol. As an afterthought, I decided his left
thumb might open a few doors for me before it was cancelled. It
came  off  easily.  It  seemed  I  was  in  possession  of  unnatural
strength.  I  took his  jacket,  threw it  on over  the  white  scrubs,
wiped the joint of the thumb on his shirt, before placing it in my
pocket. I felt no remorse, just need.

I had not gone three paces when my mind opened. That is the
best way to describe it. Like a safe-door, suddenly swinging to
one side to show all the treasures inside. The treasure in this case
was my memories.  

I had expected the summoning to the  Building of Correction
for several months. It usually became the chore of every citizen



of Ascella Four just about every fifteen months, or a local year.
Our world orbited Ascella and its twin Ascellb once every thirty-
three day, fifteen months. The vicars had sent for me to do my
civic  duty.  It  was  time  for  another  group  of  recidivists  to  be
executed. I did not care if some chose not to believe in the Divine
Quartet. If they missed a few Mass services, tiny deal? As far as I
was concerned the Great Osbourne had been right when he had
declared "Vicars gather in their masses, just like demons at black
mass'".  I  had no time for  superstition.  I  had enough sense to
pretend  on  the  surface,  however.  I  went  to  bi-weekly  mass,
preyed thankfulness for the Divine Quartet.  I  was ostensibly a
follower of Azmolithus, the god of rock. I did not believe in him
really. I knew he was a mythic creation just as were Garospendes
goddess  of  water,  Pyroignis  god  of  fire,  finally  Ventusviento
goddess of the wind and air. To openly defy vicars was sacrilege,
carrying the death penalty. It was also senseless folly. 

So recidivists were regularly rounded up and put to death. Not
by the vicars though. We the believers, the devout citizens were
called upon by the supreme head of the Validating Investigative
Constabulary  of  Authority  and  Reparation,  the  Holielíder.  He
blessed us, absolved us of the sin of murder for the one day when
we  were  all  called.  It  was  my  turn  to  go  to  the  building  of
correction. There to 'stone unto extinguishmentation, those who
seek to undermine the legal edicts of the law'. I walked out of the
kiosk that I had dialled from my apartment straight into the hall.
A group of vicars were clustered around the entrance handing
out sacks of stones. Dully I took my place in line. So preoccupied
was I, that I failed to notice the brilliant canvasses that adorned
the  walls.  Those  that  were  depicting  the  Divine  Quartet,  as
realised  in  acrylics  by  the  famous  artist,  Kroxbruff  of
Krorkshome. Subtly lit by a series of well-arranged lighting by
the equally famous, Jerboa Knos, she of the hot looks and hot
stones. A heavy bag filled with the implements of  death,  were
thrust into my sweating palm. The vicar pushed me through the
doorway where the auditorium was a series of descending rows
of seating. The stage was nothing more than a pitted concrete
wall, before which was equally unadorned flooring. yet the pits
told a tale, as did the gory stains on the floor before it. I glanced



at my ticket of summoning once again. I was to take my place in
seat  twenty-three,  something  of  a  coincidence  when  I  also
recalled  it  was  the  same  number  as  the  hospital  room  I  had
occupied.  

Back to my memories,
In an eerily-hushed ambience, the rest of those condemned to

be executioners filed into their allotted slots. Just as the last of us
was taking her  seat  a  door opened to the  left  of  the  concrete
platform.  Out  of  it  filed  the  condemned,  the  ruinous
dishonoured, the anathematized. On a plasma screen above the
stage, an image of Holielíder appeared upon it. While we bowed
our heads in supplication, he absolved us of the violent act we
were about to commit for the sake of the greater good. Law and
faith must be maintained in  Laposturdesgarba, even at the cost
of capital punishment.

I gazed at those dressed in sackcloth and ashes. Picking out a
huge fellow who looked like a right villain no matter what the
circumstances. Of course, mixed in with the unholy were the less
usual criminals. Those guilty of, murder, rape, larceny, grievous
bodily harm, trespass with intent, adultery, misuse of the kiosk
to commit a felony, webcrimes of every sort. I homed in on my
violent rapist,  or at least,  that was how I thought of him. The
klaxon sounded, I missed with my first rock, someone else hit
him  in  the  temple,  down  he  went.  There  were  still  plenty  of
targets. To miss deliberately meant one would take one's place
on the stage. I saw the vicars watching us. My next rock hit a
young man in an area I would not want to receive the impact of
rock. We continued until our sacks were empty. On the stage was
a mound of rocks, thankfully covering a grizzly pile of  broken
flesh and bones. If some had lived through that, they would not
survive  the  next  part  of  the  grizzly  spectacle.  We  filed  down
toward the stage. Began to pile the bloody rocks into the hopper.
Once completed, we had to pick up the corpses (or abominably
injured)  throwing  them  down  the  two  chutes  that  led  to  the
furnaces.  On  execution  day  if  there  was  no  wind,  the  air  in
Laposturdesgarba smelt of roasted pork. It was not pork that was
cooking though!



I was racked with a combination of guilt and disgust. It seemed
fantastic  to  me now.  A coldly  clinical  assassin  who could  feel
nothing, even though he had murdered two innocent victims. If I
were caught, I would take my turn on the stage in the building of
correction. I had no intention of being caught. I continued my
recollection as I walked toward the very device that had nearly
been the  death  of  me.  I  had  dragged  myself  out  of  the
auditorium, past  the ranks of  ever serious vicars,  out into the
brilliant of Ascella and Ascellb. The sunsshine had done nothing
to bring rays of cheer into my aching heart. Automatically I typed
in my sixteen digit kiosk address. The booth I would walk out of
would be in my apartment.

Except that is not what happened.
What did occuringly ensue was a bright light,  a boom, heat,

unconsciousness.4.

Before my  accident.  If indeed it was an accident. I knew one
thing  about  myself  for  certain.  Even though the  accident  had
turned  my  memory  into  Swiss  cheese,  for  the  time  being,  I
remained sure of one quality in my makeup which I felt would
never change. 

Stupid, I was not.
If there was some sort of malign force lined up against me, I

certainly had some evidence to support such a notion, if there
was,  then where would my mysterious nemesis leave the next
trap for me? Yes, my apartment. I went into the nearest kiosk,
tapped  in  my  sixteen  digit  code  on  the  sound  only  panel  of
communication.  It  rang  four  times.  I  had  almost  hit  the
disconnect button when lo and behold, someone answered it, 

"Yeah"?
I  was  not  stuck,  though  I  could  not  remember  my  name,

he/she/they  might  not  be  certain  of  it  either.  I  did  not  have
enough evidence to suppose that they would. So I asked,

" Gheric? Gheric Trent".
"(hesitation) Yeah".
"Are  you  all  right  Gheric,  it  doesn't  sound like  you,  sort  of

hoarse, if you grab it"?
"Just a chill. What can I do for you, Mister ...".



I cut the connection. I was not going to let him know I knew I
was not there. Though he should be able to put it together unless
he was stupid. 

I  still  had  the  admostol,  I  could  always  bust  into  my  place
shootin'"? The only trouble with that plan was that even if I did
not end up copping a packet myself, would I learn anything from
the other Gheric Trent?  

What was going on?
Who was I?
How had I managed to piss the other side off?
What did Ekterina know about it?
I  looked  in  the  directory  under  E.  There  were  3,782

Ekterina's  in  Laposturdesgarba.  I  doubted  even  the  vicar's
thumb  could  run  to  ringing  every  single  one  of  them.  Even
should I locate her, she might not have all the facts. 

On a sudden whim, I darted out of the booth, grabbed the first
chap to be passing, explained rapidly, 

"The kiosk, Citizen, the call is for you".
Stupidly  he  went  into  the  tall  container  of  transporter  and

communication technology. I hurried away without looking back.
Three vicars suddenly appeared out of nowhere, to rush past me
toward the very place I had just hastily vacated. The explosion
that tore through the air must have badly hurt if not killed all
four. 

Someone wanted me dead.
Wanted that very badly indeed. 
I certainly hoped I had done something pretty awful myself in

the past, to merit that sort of animosity. Again I was faced with
the  difficult  question  of  what  to  do next.  I  could  not  use  the
vicar's thumb for much longer. After it had become too trackable,
too dangerous, I would have to get rid of it. That meant by then
that I would need two things. Somewhere to hole up until I had
worked out what was going on. Secondly, some currency. As I
was working out these details in my head, I passed what looked
like a dispenser. I got in line. When it was my turn, I pressed the
vicar's thumb to the plate and keyed in a request for the balance.
He had twenty-three thousand gelter plus a few centigelter. The
dispenser  let  me  have  the  twenty-three  thousand,  I  left  his



widow the change. As I passed the chap behind me waiting to get
some folding of his own, I found it  very easy to slip his faux-
leather wallet out of his jacket pocket. His thumb would be his
currency, but his other personal paraphernalia might give me his
address. I was going to be his surprise guest that evening. 

I waited until I was two streets away before going through the
little  folder.  Did  it  bother  me  at  all  that  I  seemed  to  be  a
decidedly  dangerous  deviant?  Strangely  not  in  the  slightest.  I
only had one person to care about at that time, me. The man I
had  just  robbed  was  called,  amusingly,  Holst  Schleswig.  I
wondered if there was a missus Schleswig, any little wigs? Going
carefully  through  the  paperwork,  I  finally  found  what  I  was
looking  for,  not  his  physical  address,  rather  a  sixteen-digit
number. That amounted to the same thing. The moron could not
remember his sixteen-digit code to his booth, so he had written it
in his slim diary.  All  I  needed to do then was get  to a  public
kiosk,  type it in, then I would materialize in his private booth
inside his apartment. If missus Schleswig chose to create a fuss, I
would use the admostol on her. Simple. 

Kiosks were not everywhere. It took me twenty minutes to find
another.  There  were  only  two  ways  to  get  about  in
Laposturdesgarba. One was by materialization booth, the other
physical perambulation. In other words - walk. As I sought out
the means of getting to the Schleswig domain though, I suddenly
began to experience some sort of spasm! I began to sweat like a
manual labourer under a noonday suns. It plastered my hair to
my  scalp.  I  could  feel  my  scrubs  getting  sodden.  My  heart
seemed to be around 120 beats per minute, causing me to gasp.
On tottering legs, I  stumbled finally into a kiosk, stabbing the
code  into  the  keypad  from memory,  proving  myself  far  more
intelligent than the owner of the property I intended to intrude
within. As the mathematically equated matrix grabbed my body,
converting them into particles of pure energy to send them to the
corresponding receiver,  the  spasm continued.  I  fell  out  of  the
booth in Schleswig's Place, landing on hands and knees. A voice
suddenly said, 

"Holst, are you ...you're not Holst"?
No lambing.



"I don't know how you got our code Mister, but if I were you'
I'd...".

He never  finished the  sentence.  A couple  of  physical  details
rendered him unable to do so. One was the fact that his head was
promptly caved in. The other was that he was dead. 

I seemed to regain control of myself once I had used my fist
like a lump hammer. With my newfound strength, his skull had
caved like an overripe melon. Oh dear, Holst was not going to be
very impressed by my handiwork. I had just brutally murdered
his,  queer  lover,  brother,  cousin,  someone  who  was  certainly
dearer to him than me at any rate.  

Was I insane?
A twisted homicidal monster?
Or,  a  prisoner  of  my  own  body  that  someone  else  was

controlling when the fancy took them?
I ardently hoped it was option three. Otherwise, I decided I did

not like me very much. In point of fact, I hated me.  
Having dealt with that, I decided I needed a bath, a change of

clothes,  something  to  eat.  So  I  made  myself  at  home.  There
seemed  no  sense  in  wasting  the  opportunity.  If  I  was  a
combination of  Frankenstein's  Monster  and the Devil  himself,
then I  needed to keep my strength up.  Further,  there was no
room in my closet for feelings of guilt.  I had done what I had
done. It was time to move on. 

Following  a  hot,  deep  bath,  I  went  through  one  of  two
wardrobes. I think it was Holst's rather than the dead man's. He
had  very  conservative  tastes.  I  picked  out  singlet,  trollies,  a
brown  round  neck  shirt,  camel  coloured  bohos,  faux-leather
plimsoles with built-up soles. The type with inert gas in the heel
for added comfort.  The overall effect was of a dull turd,  but I
could easily get lost in a crowd, it suited my current mood too. 

Then  I  raided  the  coolcabin.  Fixing  myself  a  nice  doorstep
'wich of  cheese,  coleslaw,  beef  in  seed-bread.  I'm not  hard to
please when it comes to cuisine. After the main course, I delved
into a tall hazelnut yoghurt, washed it all down with a bottle of
Sudz by Orang-U-Can. I heard the booth flicker, picked up the
admostol  hoping  that  Schleswig  was  not  going  to  be  difficult
about the mess.  



It  was not  Schleswig.  It  was none other  than the  girl  I  had
encountered  in  the  hospital.  Questions  were  piling  up  in  my
already confused mind, faster than I could assimilate them. I felt
like I was being manipulated. Maybe Ekterina had some of the
answers. As she stepped out of the booth, she too was armed.
Not an admostol though, but a rather ugly looking flare snouted
heater. 

"Is there a need for the weapon"? I asked as pleasantly as I
could.

She regarded mine, "You tell me"?
I put mine into the inside pocket of  my blouse,  she did not

lower hers. Nor did she respond in any friendly way at all. 
"If you are following me, you're good. How are you doing it? Or

is it some incredible coincidence that you knew the corpse here"?
"Why  did  you  have  to  kill  him"?  She  starred  at  me

penetratingly, just as the first time we had met.
"I'm not sure you're going to ask the questions, while I answer

them. I think I have more, the right to ask them too".
"Do you"?
"Yes, but I'll start. I didn't kill this man, he was already dead

when I arrived here".
"I'm going to have to search you, see what you've gotten on

you".
"By who's authority"?
"Mister heater here. A search would surely be preferable to my

having to burn you".
She was not going to get any argument from me on that score,

so I held out my arms like Judah ben Joseph on the cross.
She did not seem especially interested in the wallet I had taken

from  Schleswig,  patting  me  quite  expertly,  removing  the
admostol, placing it out of reach. She seemed puzzled by her lack
of findings. Crossed over to the white faux-leather couch, seating
herself, cross-legged onto it. The heater trained on me the whole
while. 

"I don't suppose for one minute you've hidden something in
this place, why bother, you didn't know I was coming"?

"Hidden what"? I asked, "What are you seeking? How did you
find me, what are you aside to"? 



"The weapon you used to cave that poor victim's head in with".
"I  already told you, he was dead when I  got here,  the killer

must have taken it  with him. Now it's  my turn,  what are you
doing  here?  Is  your  appearance  some  sort  of  fantastic
coincidence, or are you part of the plot? If you are part of the
plot, what is it"? 

I was pretty sure she could not surprise me then, no matter
what her answer might be. I was wrong again. 

"I'm Ekterina Schleswig,  you have just  murdered one of  my
brothers"! 

5.

She offered to take me to her apartment. From there, she called
the vicars, told them what to expect in her two brothers' place.
Our relationship had started fairly well, if mysteriously. Now it
was  just  plain  weird.  I  accepted  her  offer  on  account  of  the
corpse littering the other place, but her attitude toward me only
provided me with a further barrage of questions. I waited until
she had hypo-waved herself a ready meal. We were seated across
from one another at her meal-bar, in the kitchenette. Both of us
had a glass of tonic water before us. I sipped mine then asked, 

"I'm sorry to have to observe this Ekterina,  but you did not
seem especially surprised to learn of the death of your brother.
Do you want to tell me why that was the case"?

She undid the white  cord that held her ruffed blouse closed
around her throat. The temperature in the place felt like about
24º to me, why have it so warm? 

"I'm going to ask you for the  final  time,  I  would appreciate
honesty, did you kill him"? 

"You invite me to your place, then ask me that, why would you
do that if you suspect I was your brother's murderer"?  

She did not answer directly. I looked the place under. A white-
tiled ceiling of thermofoaz. Walls tiled in black and white with an
indeterminate pattern, on three of the four of every room. On the
last were some rather decent Kroxbruff of Krorkshome canvases.
They looked like originals, signed in the lower right-hand corner.
Over them were small arrays of LED's courtesy of Jerboa Knos,



she of the hot looks and hot stones. It seemed that the two of
them  undertook  commissions  together.  The  furniture  was  all
faux-olde but in chromes and whites. The place must have cost a
pretty centigelter. 

"Nice  place  you  have  here",  I  noted,  "What  now  Miss
Schleswig"?

"I think now that you should tell me the truth"?
"The communication part of her booth rang just at that instant,

saved by the bell. She glided over to it, went into the sphere to
answer, she looked as good from the back as the front.

"Lo. I know, I was there. No, later, I don't know Holst, It was
me who put in a call to the vicars. I'll let you know. You get in
touch when he goes into the incinerators. For obvious reasons, I
didn't want to be a suspect. Fine, bye".

She came back to me looking solemn, "Right Trent, enough is
more than sufficient to the day thereof, what were you doing in
there, why did you find my brother dead. If indeed that was the
case"?

I found your other brother's wallet in the street, went to return
it to him".

"Without calling first? You know that is grossly rude, to dial-in
without an invitation? Even if you have the code".

"I rang, but I don't need to tell you that there was no answer.
How could  your  other  brother  pick  up  the  line  when he  had
already been murdered? How do you know my name anyway"? 

"You told it to me on our first meeting, what's wrong with you,
were you in the hospital suffering from amnesia by any chance"? 

"Exactly that. Very inconvenient".
"I'm sorry then", she began to cry, real tears. I wondered then

if  she  were  quite  right  mentally.  She  had  brought  a  murder
suspect  of  her  brother  back  to  her  apartment,  would  a  sane
person do such a wildly risky thing? Getting up I put my arms
around  her,  let  her  cry  out  the  mourning  for  the  man  I  had
brutally  beaten  to  death.  Emotions  were  beginning  to  get
complicated. 

As she began to dry her eyes on an embroidered kerchief of
little absorbent value, she admitted,



"I tried to keep it all in, but I warned them not to get involved,
now Torrace is brutally slain".

"I cannot make sense out of everything", I admitted, "Not get
involved? Not get involved in what Ekterina"?

"Let's leave it, for now, shall we? I'm all out of juice. I wish I
hadn't wandered into their place when I did. It's getting toward
the end of a rather incident-filled day. I just want to take a long
hot soak in the bath, then get some horizontal time. I think you
want to  stop here,  don't  you? You can't  remember where you
live, can you"? 

I nodded,
"The settee will be fine, I won't even need a blanket, it's very

warm in here".
"I  usually  wander around without the drag of  threads that's

why".
"Don't mind me being here, do what you like", I offered with a

grin. 
She managed a weak smile, "I must need my brains examining

inviting you in here. Still, what's done, is done. If you decide to
rape  me  in  the  middle  of  the  night,  there'll  be  no  need  for
violence. I won't fight, just don't hurt me all right"? 

  "Relax",  I  responded,  "I'm no rapist".  A  homicidal  deviate
with no moral compass, but not a rapist.

6. 

I dreamt I was running my fingers gently through her hair. In
the sunslight, it looked like spun gold. Ascella Four in the Teapot
Asterism enjoys lovely and lengthy summers. We had picnicked
outside  the  city  in  the  huge  park  that  had  been  carefully
constructed there. I did not need to look down at my finger to
know that we were married.  I  did not need to do anything to
know that I loved her with all my shrivelled, black heart. 

When I awoke, it was with a smile on my face. I went to see if
she was up. There was a note hastily written on the made bed.



Trent,  some of us have to go to work. You looked
gloves-on, so I did not want to disturb you. Hope you
find what you're looking for,

E...x 

I went into the bathroom, looked at myself in the mirror, was
this  the  face  of  a
deviant murderer?

So  many  questions
that  were  probably
never  going  to  get
answered. Written all
over  my  features.
Like  most  people,  I
was  of  oriental
extraction,  like  most
men  had  no  hair.
What  was  curious
though was that in a
time  when  beards
were  very  vogue,  I
had  not  shaved,  nor
needed  to  since
waking  in  the
hospital.  Perhaps I  had undergone depilatory enhancement,  it
had not been popular in two decades,  but I was an individual
after all. As I gazed at myself though something rather gruesome
occurred.  My  features  morphed  into  a  fleshless  skull,  an
hallucination.



Shuddering I turned away, went to get myself some breakfast.
After that, I did not know what I was going to do. I was being
hunted by the vicars. Someone wanted me dead, I could not go
back to my apartment. The last of those was the very place which
might contain further clues as to who I indeed was, what I did. I
had to have some answers. In futile frustration, I punched the
tiles  of  the  bathroom  wall,  the  black  and  white  ones.  To  my
astonished despair, the wall crumbled, my fist drove into it some
80 millimetres. I would have to pay Ekterina for the repair bill.
What was strange though was the fact that I felt no pain in my
knuckles. Glancing down at
them,  expecting  a  bloody
mess.  It  was  to  see  the
blood  already  clotting,  the
shredded  flesh  already
knitting  back  onto  the
wound. Incredible! 

Carefully  picking  out
pieces of shattered ceramic
from my hand, I decided it
was time to get out before I
did  any  more  nonsensical
damage. Over in the sphere,
I simply punched in sixteen
random  numbers,  barely
looking  at  the  keyboard.  I
would  be  going...  where  I
would  be  going.  So  many
people  think  that  sixteen
digits in combination are impossible to fathom, that they leave
their lock off when they go out - imbeciles. 

From out of the sphere into the new apartment, I strolled. It
was  nowhere  near  as  nice  as  Ekterina's.  This  one  was  not
furnished tastefully, no decorative creations on any of the walls.
Going over to the window I gazed down onto Laposturdesgarba.
Somewhere out there, the vicars were looking for me with one
purpose in mind. I did not know who they were working for if



not  the  Holielíder.  Hades,  I  didn't  even  know  who  had  me
working for them! 

From  the  sphere,  a  humming  sound  began  to  herald  the
device's activity. Spinning around, admostol at the ready, just in
case the owner of the place objected to trespass. The lyrics of a
song  ran  through  my  head  as  I  waited  for  the  owner  to
materialize. 

'Can you tell me where my truth lies'?
Said the unicorn to the mirror's eyes.
'It lies with me!" cried the Queen of Maybe
For her merchandise, he traded in his prize.
'Always late!" cried a voice in his head.  
'Many will die!' 
The note he left was signed 'The Mystery Man'. 
Thrown in the smelter, 
Melting Ascella by the gelter.

"Stop where you are, do as I say and no one will get hurt", I
instructed him. There was a light behind his head, from another
room, shining directly into my eyes. I could not quite make out
his features as a result.

"I  just  need  somewhere  to  hole  up  for  a  while.  I  have  no
intention of robbing the place, hurting anyone or...".  

It seemed he chose not to believe me, 
"Who by the god's are you, what are you doing busting into my

place like this"?
"I'm the  one with the  gun",  I  told him simply,  "Just  let  me

crash here for a few hours while I try to think what to do next,
that's all I'm asking"?

The truth of it was that I doubted a few hours of thought would
provide me with any useful answer, but perhaps events would
continue to carry me along as they had all along the crazy ride I
was enduring? He stepped out of the shadows. A man, looking
very similar to myself in many aspects of his appearance. Slightly
oriental,  as  were  most,  dark,  with  close-cropped  hair,  beard,
slight  of  build.  The  shape  of  his  eyes  did  not  exactly  lend
themselves to trustful looks. 



"This  is  what  is  going  to  happen",  he  said  to  me.  
He said to me! 

"You're gonna get in the sphere and ponghe-off. I'll give you
five minutes to be on your way before I call  the vicars".  Once
again,  it  seemed  that  someone  else  was  in  control  of  my
movements, making decisions that were not my own. The  One
Who Pulled the Strings shot him with the admostol.

7.

While I waited for the stun to wear off, I picked the scabs from
my knuckles, underneath was fresh pink skin. It itched. I judged
the sort of healing that my body had done would take a normal
person's about a week to achieve.  By then, I knew one thing with
complete certainty, that being normal, I was not. 

Finally,  the  man  slumped  against  the  skirting  managed  to
speak to me. 

"Tell  me who's after you, I can make the whole situation go
away"?

Just how random had those sixteen digits from the convoluted-
alleys in my back brain been? It seemed I knew things that I did
not even know I knew! 

"Oh,  yes,  is  that  so?  Why  would  you  help  me  ...  mister,
mister ..."?

"Marinta, Gasheeno Marinta. Let's just say, Trent, that the two
of us are on the same side".

"I don't even know who's side  I'm on, so why should I trust
you? How did I get here too"? 

"The sphere, of course, how else"? 
"It would seem to me, Marinta, that you know far more about,

about everything than me. So, talk. I'll tell you when to stop". 
"You're the trespasser. I think you should go first. Bring me up

to date"? 
"This  isn't  getting  us  anywhere...".  I  had  to  stop  making

demands of him. He began reaching into his jacket inner pocket.
Lurching forward I  gave him a girly  slap across the face.  The
blow, with my enhanced strength, almost took his head off. 



Blood  running  from  the  corner  of  his  mouth  he  asked  me,
"Torrace, did you do that"?

"How do you know anything about that and stop asking me
questions or my next blow will not be a fairy tap"? 

He seemed to believe  that  because  he  finally  gave me some
earnestly sought information,

"The Schleswigs are my cousins on my father's side".
"Torrace was dead before I got there", I lied, "You and I might

be next so you'd better tell me what you know"?
"I'll take care of it. You disappear for a few days. Then it will all

be over eftee (from Teapot - all right)"? 
"No,  it's  definitely  not  eftee.  How  do  you  even  know  who's

responsible"? 
"Because  it's  always  the  same  party,  right?  It's  not  booth

learning".
I whirled around when the sphere began to make the familiar

materialization-sound, issuing from the sphere.  What was this
place, the nexus? Poor Marinta suddenly slumped a second time
in  as  many  minutes.  That  did  cause  me  to  whirl  around.  I
suppose I should have been surprised to see Ekterina yet again. I
was not. 

"What did you do that for? He was going to fill in a few empty
cartridges for me. Just what sort of work do you do, Ekterina"?

She laughed, "I may have given you a shock, but it's as nothing
when compared to the jolt poor Gasheeno just received. He'll tell
you nothing, come on, we're getting out of here"?

I hesitated, "I'm not sure I want to go anywhere with you, all I
get from you is a mysterious conundrum. I might do better with
your cousin"? 

"Your very presence here is putting him in grave danger", she
told  me  then,  "I  got  him  out  of  the  sanatorium,  chose  this
location,  hid  him away,  out  of  His  reach.  Now some residual
fragment of memory in your brain has brought you here. If He
tunes in, then we're all finished". 

That made everything nice and clear anyway - in a mule's ear.
"Who  is  he"?  I  demanded  that  seemed  the  most  pressing

enquiry of the moment. 



"That's He with a capital aitch", she returned. Taking me firmly
by the arm, leading me to the sphere at the same instant. "We get
out of here, then I'll  tell  you what you want to know. At least
what I know myself that is". 

Fair enough, I went with her. Without once looking back, I let
her take me into the booth. Waited while she dialled a number
she was clearly familiar with. It seemed the most fruitful strategy
to  let  her  take  charge  for  the  time  being.  She  had  far  more
answers  than  me.  Far  more  than  absolute  zero  that  was.  We
emerged  into  a  rare  occurrence,  a  communal  eatery.  People
tended to guard their privacy jealously since the development of
the  Materialization-booths  (to  give  them  their  full  name).
Isolationists  were  the  ruling  party  in  every  nation  of  Ascella
Four. The place had been tastefully cordoned off, into plexiplast
cubicles. Ekterina steered us deftly to one at the darker rear of
the establishment. A mechanised-servitor took our order for two
tonic waters. I waited patiently for the narrative to commence.
I'd  been  clueless  since  first  regaining  consciousness  in  the
hospital  a  few  extra  minutes  was  not  going  to  make  much
difference. Finally, Ekterina began, 

"We owe Him everything. Our existence, you more than most.
Yet he can take you over, control each of us when He wants to.
For some reason that I  don't  understand He's  about clearing-
house, eliminating the family one at a time. He intends to use
you to do it. You must have suspected some of that"? 

"I  know  I  have  bones  that  are  in  some  way  synthetic",  I
admitted,  "That  I  have  superhuman  strength,  the  power  to
recuperate from injuries that might kill an ordinary man. What I
don't know is who He is"?

"He is He. Call Him what you want, god, a god, a devil, a mad
creator, the name is not important. What is important is that we
owe all that we are to Him. He gives, now He's decided to take
away".

"If we let Him".
"Some have tried to resist. I suspect you tried before. That is

why  the  vicars  are  after  you,  why  the  kiosks  exploded.  You
cannot fight a god, Trent".



"So what do you expect me to do? Just turn up to the abattoir
like  a  bullock  for  slaughter  or  a  citizen  to  the  Building  of
Correction?  Tell  me  where  He  is.  I'm  my  own  man,  I  don't
choose  to  surrender.  I  will  fight  Him  given  chance.  I  will
overpower Him, His creation will be His end". 

"One cannot kill one's god".
"As of now, I've just become a confirmed atheist". 
"I don't know where He is. He knows where we are though. He

can tune-in, He can detect, locate".
"He gave me strength, you the ability to track"? 
She nodded, 
"All the others in our little family, except me"? 
Another nod.  
"Running is a waste of time"?
"I believe so, in any case being with you is dangerous, Trent.

You are the agent of His destructive might.  He may decide to
eliminate me next". 

"There  has  to  be  a  way  we  can  find  out  what  He  wants.
Negotiate peace with Him"?

"How"?
It certainly was a knotty one.
"What can we do then, just wait around for him to decide when

to extinguish us? Is that your grand plan, Ekterina"?
"I'm just waiting to die", she said, a silent tear of regret slid

down her smooth pale cheek.

8. 

I had a memory of when I had been young (had I ever been
young?) It was on one of the rim worlds of Arakis Three. I had
sneaked into a library, the sort with books created from wood
pulp, bound in animal hide. There I delved into a series of heavy
volumes called Encyclopaedia. In a section entitled Our Future I
had marvelled at a series of illustrations by skilled artists of what
the new worlds of  the galaxy would look like fifty years later.
There would no longer be ground cars,  but all  vehicles would
hover in the air. Buildings were to be created from giant columns
of  glass  interconnected  by  air-bridges  of  some  fantastic



transparent  material.  Bellow  the  hyper-trains  would  reach
incredible  speeds  at  they  coasted  over  their  monorails  of
glistening steel. All would be clean, pure, grassland and park.

It had not turned out that way at all. For one thing, I was no
longer truly a man in the strictest sense. For another, there was
no surface transport of any sort what-so-ever. The development
of  the  math  to  create  materialization-booths,  had  rendered
everything else obsolete. Unfortunately also the need to make the
surroundings of a world aesthetically pleasing when few citizens
ever ventured out into the open air. There were those eccentric
Caucasians who still used the rare parks, but everyone else went
from one sphere to another.  Thusly the ghettoes continued to
increase, populated by the plebs. Those of them, who were not
bright enough to earn a crust  by any other way,  than manual
labour. 

Why Ekterina's  apartment  should  be  in  one such suburb of
grime  coupled  with  decay  I  never  got  around  to  asking  her.
Maybe He had sought to change some of those factors? If  He
had, He had changed His mind evidently or failed. The two of us,
two of His experiments returned to her place to wait. Neither of
us could think of anything more constructive to do. I urgently
hoped He would not make me the instrument of her demise. I
had never met Him since my loss of memory, but I hated Him.
He probably felt nothing but indifference for me. The sort of lack
of empathy that one feels for a laboratory experiment that has
not furnished the hoped-for results. Being inside the abode of my
... relation, I had to ask her about that? It was like moving from
darkness into the light. The dinginess of the outside was a sharp
contrast  to  the  tastefully  furnished interior  of  the  girl's  living
space.  I  asked  her  the  detail  I  wanted  to  know  more  than
anything once she began to prepare we two some lunch. 

"I'm not your brother, am I? I mean if He created me, you too,
what is our relationship"? 

 She smiled, rather self consciously at the inquiry, "What are
you trying to find out, Trent? If we are closer than say, kissing-
cousins"? 

"Well, are we"? 



Before  He became interested  in  us,  we  were  strangers.  You
really don't remember much, do you"? 

"Getting almost blown up can do that to you. Anyway let's talk
about something else? I've had a boot-full of Him already today".

"You  won't  get  any  argument  from  me  on  that  score.  Just
promise me one thing, start feeling twitchy and give me enough
warning to escape, eftee"?

"Eftee".
He  must  have  been  listening,  the  bastard.  Straight  away,  I

found myself feeling a great antipathy toward the only person in
the entire world that I could name as a friend. I warned her at
once, 

"He's trying to make me hate you right now".
She was at the hatchway of the spherical booth before I could

say anything more,
"I'm fighting Him", I gasped, "I'll leave - this is your place".
"Don't worry", she cried over her shoulder, "I've got someplace

else  I  can  go,  you  stay  here,  catch  you  ...".  The  booth  had
materialized her to somewhere where I hoped she would be safe.

9.

I was not making a great deal of headway. I woke up the next
morning in  a  bed that  smelled  of  Ekterina.  A rather  pleasant
aroma it was too. I would have loved for her to be beside me in
that bed, tired out from rather extensive horizontal exercise of
the evening before. The trouble with being a violently murderous
deviant though was that it tended to place a dampening on any
possible  prospective  romances.  I  found  myself  rubbing  my
knuckles, they did not look any different to how they had before I
had punched a hole in the wall just two days before.  I  had to
think  of  something,  I  could  not  go  on  living  this  transient
existence  until  He  either  had me kill  again,  or  He  killed  me.
Climbing out of bed, I went over to the heavy curtains pulling
them back to let some air inside. They did not cover a window
though, certainly not one that one could see out or open at any
rate. Thick boarding was secured by screws, into whatever was
behind it. Perhaps a broken pane, of a barred filthy opening that



was just between the apartment and the neighbourhood beyond?
Had it not been for His abilities, Ekterina would have owned the
perfect place to hide. As it was no hiding place was good enough. 

I hurried through ablutions, grabbed an N'R'G' bar then found
myself  standing before  the  booth wondering quite  what  to  do
next. Once again, fate grabbed me by the collar to give me a kick
up  the  'arris.  The  booth  began  its  by  now  familiar  hum.  I
wondered for a brief moment if it was Ekterina being decidedly
reckless with her safety? 

It was not.
Two vicars suddenly launched themselves from the opening. It

did not take a mastermind to discern that they had blood in their
eye. One was holding a heater, the other an admostol. I had but
an instant to decide which one to try and disarm firstly, I knew
an admostol would not kill me. My foot shot out with admirable
swiftness.  I  heard  wrist  bones  snap,  like  dull  twigs,  followed
almost in the same moment by a yell of surprised pain. That was
the heater taken care of. The admostol got me squarely in the
chest. How I held on is a mystery to me to the day, perhaps it
was the knowledge that if I gave into unconsciousness firstly, I
would like as not never wake up. I dived for the fallen heater,
rolled with it snatched in my fist and torched the two Validating
Investigative Constables of Authority & Reparation. Only once I
had seen them die did I allow me the luxury of blacking out. The
tearing  of  my  nerve  endings  from  their  usual  comfortable
locations was worse than the worst hangover I did not even know
If I had ever had. I woke up with my guts twisted into a Gordian-
knot, rushed to the bathroom and promptly spewed out a xanthic
concoction of bile, acid, some blood. For perhaps ever I lay on
the bathroom floor with my pounding sweaty forehead resting on
the cooling porcelain. Once the micro explosions of azure had
ceased threatening me with permanent blindness, I reasoned it
was time to get out of  Laposturdesgarba. I splashed cold water
on my sweaty features. it made me not on jot better, but left my
face cold and wet.  So much for Grannies remedies.  Instead,  I
dove into the  mirror  fronted cabinet.  Found something called
Snufzomorph,  rapidly  swallowed two with half  a  glass  of  cold
water.  Clambering  over  two  smoking  piles  of  steaming  flesh



(sorry Ekterina, I may have left you a spot of dusting) on my way
to the booth. Inside the spherical cab was a directory of course,
though not one that gave out sixteen digit codes. The admostol
had attacked my central nervous system. For the record, I can
report that I have felt better on almost every other day of my life
than that one, even if I cannot remember most of them. 

I  was just  about  to  punch in  the  code -  any code when He
attacked me again. It was getting tiresome, too formulaic. 

 'Alright then', I thought savagely, 'Let's see what You can do,
take me across, climb for it,  Old  Man? You made me strong,
You created something better than an ordinary person, so let's
just feel what You can drive'? 

PAIN in big burning capital letters is what I got then. Georgia-
bold underlined, driving into every part of my already weakened
body. Tearing, cutting piercing, trying to take me over the edge
of what I could stand so that I could not stand it any more.

I endured.
I  endured  for  an  infinite  number  of  instances  longer  than

forever.  Then  I  suffered  some  more.  He  was  good,  He  had
learned more than a few tricks. I was fired by the resolution of
equal fanaticism though. This was my struggle for survival, this
was life or death, in the mould, from which, I now chose to cast
myself.  

That was how she found me.
Weeping, fetal-curled on her living room floor. Tears of blood

running down my cheeks. She looked into my eyes, noted, 
"When you make a mess, you make a real ponghe of one, don't

you Trent"! 
She went wan with shock once she saw my condition, burst out

in alarm,
"No! Kill him, then you'll have to kill me too. Don't take him,

he's going to do your work"? 



'I'm  not  though,  not  if  I  can  help  it  that's  the  problem',  I
thought to myself and Him, if He was listening. I rose to my feet,
with as much haste as I could summon, fleeing. Out the door, I
ran, onto a rusty staircase of neglected iron. Above me, I could
hear her shouting for me to stop, to go back to her. Has that ever

worked?  Has  anyone  running-away  ever
stopped  in  their  tracks  because  someone
else asked them to? I doubt it, so why does
anyone ever actually bother to cry out? 
The long and short  of  it  was that  I  didn't
even slow. No way was He going to make
me the executioner of the only woman who
meant anything to me, in living memory. 
I was on a deserted street. What need had
anyone  to  walk,  run,  crawl  from  one
location to another, when the booths could
do it  for them? Effortlessly,  much quicker
too.  I  settled  into  a  trot  that  I  knew
instinctively,  I  could quite  easily  maintain
for hours without rest. I might have to stock
up  on  some  food  half-way  through  such
exertion  though.  There  was  the  most
discordant  thump  behind  me.  It  was  as
though a mighty  fist  had struck the  filthy
paving stones.  He was pissed off!  Good.  I
ran faster. It did cause me to marvel at His
powers though. If they were so devastating,
why did He even need me? Bits of concrete,
rubble, soil showered down on me resulting
in  minimum  injury,  inconvenience.  I  ran
onward. 
I  was  dashing  along  a  narrow  avenue  of
some  tree-like  growths,  not  a  family  I
recognised. Their bows were brown enough,

but  the foliage was like  burnt  umber,  even though it  was not
autumn. Or at least it did not feel like autumn, for I was soon far
too hot in civilian clothing, forced to slow to a walk. I probably
looked a bit of a mess. Bloody face, covered in dust, debris, filth.



I needed somewhere to get spruced up, maybe even a change of
clothing was on the agenda? 

I thusly looked for a bed and boarding accommodation. The
Sabusobroso on Pollmuerto Avenue fitted the bill.  Not exactly
salubrious,  but  suited  to  the  purpose.  The  old  dear  in  the
reception area passed me a metal key, upon which was fastened a
plastic  fob,  how  quaint.  I  was  in  room  twenty-three  the
synchronicity  was  beginning  to  puzzle  me.  Such
contemporaneousness might  have a meaning,  but I  was in no
mood to attempt the enigma. As I unlocked the antiquated door
with  the  supplied  implement,  a  huge  arácnida  almost  scuttle
across the back of my hand. it was one of the yellow ones with
black hairy legs. Their bite would not kill, but it did give one the
shaking-squits for a few days. I  committed myself to ask for a
can of Arañamata when I went down for dinner (included in the
price). Yet another sterling product from Orang-U-Can, hated by
insects everywhere.

The  door  refused  to  open.  I  gave  it  a  PUSH.  The  jamb
splintered slightly, I would not be able to lock it again, but who
was going to go robbing in a run-down area like that? Time for
the chance to recharge my vitality, a goat-nap, before dinner. I
went to the store materialiser, in the corner, at least the place
had those installed. Going into Twitbay I ordered a new set of
clothes, tossing my filthy ones in the incinerator. A quick bath
and hair wash thanks to the courtesy bathroom supplies,  then
sliding  into  bed  between  rather  worn,  but  all  the  more
comfortable  sheets  for  that  reason.  As  I  was  wondering  if
refreshing  sleep  would  claim me,  I  tumbled  peacefully  into  a
refreshing slumber. 

10.

When I  awoke in the early evening, I  knew that what I  was
doing was not the plan for me. I had been allocated a task, to slay
all those who were similar to me, yet not as violent. I was simply
supposed to function as an assassin. At some time in the past, I
had evolved beyond my programming. I was still human. I had
rejected  my  remit.  So  He  had  decided  it  was  best  if  I  were



eliminated. Only He had failed,  even with vicar support I was
still vital, walking around, defying him. He had His weaknesses
then, most of them being me. 

I felt cheered by my deductions, He could be beaten. The only
problem was, I did not know how? It seemed expedient to find
out, for my survival. As usual, though, I was short on clues as to
achieve my end. I needed more than I had because I had a big fat
zero. The first thing to do was to feed my vitality, provide the
flesh with sustenance if one wanted the brain to work properly.
So I went down to what I anticipated would be a repast suited to
the likes of me. 

After entering the very long if not very wide room, bedecked
with tables, upon which, were simple numbered cards, I took my
place at number 23/25. 25 was already seated giving some red
soup concentrated attention. As I pulled up my chair, slid into
place, he glanced up, smiled, offered, 

"Evening,  New Arrival,  I'm in twenty-five,  though doubtless,
you could have deduced that on your own". 

I chuckled, "As I'm not an imbecile, yes, I had managed that
mental leap".

He laughed at my witty retort, seemed the two of us shared the
same sort of sardonical humour slant. 

"The  name's  Kroxbruff,  Kortiné  Kroxbruff,  you  can  call  me
Kort, yours"?

"Mine isn't  Kroxbruff,  so if  you called me Kort  it  would get
confusing".

"Good for two", he chuckled through his soup. "I finally found
someone even more pedantic than myself".

"Trent",  I  let  him have  the  information  at  last.  "As  I'm not
overly fond of my first name, you can call me Trent".

Laying down his spoon into the empty if still crimson bowl he
asked,

"What do you do Trent"?
My soup arrived at that instant, giving me time to think up a

lie. I subsequently decide that the truth would not be believed
though, so I said to him, 

"I'm a cyborg assassin, part human, part artificial".



He  appreciated  that,  "Do  you  get  a  lot  of  work  in  that
specialized area then, Trent"?

"I'm waiting for the next big job".
I  did  not  ask  him

what he did, because I
knew.  Finally,  he
asked me, 

"I think you'd make
an interesting study in
acrylics,  Trent,
although  I  would  not
paint the outer you, of
course"?

"Of  course  not",  I
agreed,  my
appearance  was  very
generic,  "The  inner
me would be far more
intriguing".

"You've  brought
your  paints,  your
easel"?

He  nodded,  "I
cannot  go  anywhere
without  my
obsession".

"What  on  Ascella
Four are you doing in

a place like this"?
"Soaking  up  the  atmosphere  of  course.  Laposturdesgarba

centre is so very predictable. Out here one gets the flavours, the
stink,  but  last  and  by  no  means  least  one  appreciates  the
struggle".

"Are you working on something right now then, do you have
anything to show me"?

"I am but recently arrived my homicidal mechanical friend", he
grinned, "But I do intend to create something this evening if you
have the time"?



"You require an appreciative audience to work your magic"?
"Nay Sir, you're not a site seer, you're the subject".

That  was  how  his  creation  in
blues (he was in the middle of his
blue  period)  came  about.  I  still
don't  fully  understand  why  he
chose  to  call  the  piece  Víctimas
del hacha (Axevictims).

"When I was a lad",  he began,
while  I  remained  frozen  in  the
pose he had dictated, "I  used to
imagine that I was a grand knight
living in a castle with a troop of
fawning retainers that lived only
to serve me. Of course, there was
always  He  who  opposed  me.
That's He with a capital aitch". 

"You  know  something  about
Him"?  I  demanded,  pose
forgotten.

"If  you  don't  sit  still  this
portrait  will  look  nothing  at  all
like your inner self", he objected,
"Now,  assume  the  position  and
no further fidgeting. I can't stand
it  when  my  subjects  fidget.  To
continue,  He  who  opposed  me
raised  a  vast  army,  an  army  of
zombie  warriors.  The  Zombie
Warriors of the B.B.C".

"The  B.B.C"?  I  asked  through
the corner of my mouth. Even as I

said  that  I  remembered  seeing  the  acrylic  hanging  in  the
Building of Correction. It had been painted during Kroxbruff's
blue period (my how that period had ... well, periodicity) 

"The big blue city, or should I say in capitals, The Big Blue City,
where  the  spires  were  ornate,  encrusted  with  Chalcedony,
Dumortierite, Hawk's Eye and Blue Jade. A wealthy, mighty land



with  an  even  more  imposing  army.  Many  were  the  glorious
battles I fought upon the back of my precious steed, Marinta. He
and I crossed blades many times. Yet though I resisted him over
many years, many battles, I never bested Him. Even as a child, I
learned  the  lesson  that  certain  of  our  enemies  cannot  be
conquered. That their very existence is necessary for the eternal
balance of all that is equilibrium". 

There  was  more  than  the  artist  to  Kroxbruff.  He  fancied
himself  an amateur  philosopher  also.  Even from those  home-
spun  observations  of  his  though,  he  had  inside  knowledge  of
much that I was. More importantly, he knew Him. 

I told him then, "I've seen the picture, Zombie Warriors of the
B.B.C. it's very poignant, rather stunning". 

"Yet nothing without the adept lighting of Jerboa Knos, she of
the  hot  looks  and  hot  stones",  he  acknowledged  generously.
Finally,  he  got  down  to  the  matter  in  hand,  the  point  of  his
diatribe, "If you desire to best He, you must do it in his realm". 

"And where exactly might that be"? I asked, "Ascella Four is a
big planet when you're looking for just one man"?

"Oh  He can be found in Krorkshome", he informed, "Even in
Laposturdesgarba, yet not in the city".

"The  outskirts?  The  slums,  where  the  plebeian  roams.  A
dangerous  domain.  "Isn't  it  where  most  of  the  crime  is
committed? Where even the vicar is loathe to infiltrate for fear of
his life"? 

"That's  either  true  or  propaganda",  the  artist  told  me as  he
wielded his brush. Not something that a   cyborg assassin, part
human, part artificial would quake over entering though. Right,
it's done. I work fast when the notion grips me". 

I loved it, but it didn't look anything like me. 

11.

The three of them were dressed in black. It might as well have
been a uniform, maybe it  was? Their  collars,  clipped onto the
black vests were created from white neuplas by the looks of it.
Probably easier to keep clean, to clean when created from a non-
absorbent material. They were armed with heaters, they meant



business. I was not about to try and tackle three of them. What
were they doing in the Plebeian Slums? When it was said, that
the vicars steered clear of such a place? Or had Kroxbruff fixed
me a downer? Maybe he was a sneaky double playing the two
extremes against the reasonable? A door opened in a somewhat
shabby building to our right, to allow a young woman to exit it.
Her clothes were clean but well  worn. She was carefully kept,
obviously poor. She was a pleb. At the scene, she suddenly found
herself witnessing she blanched, then began to chew her lower
lip. 

One of the vicars asked,  "Are we gonna have any trouble with
you, Mister"?

"That sort of depends", I returned.
"Depends on what", another of the unholy trio seemed to want

to know.
"The situation as I see it", I began, "Is that I'm taking a stroll

under the twin suns of Ascella and Ascellb, quietly minding my
own  business,  when  the  three  of  you  suddenly  appear  in  a
district where you don't belong wanting to know why I'm here.
I'm minding my own affair. I never did anything against the law,
so let me be on my way if you please"? 

"I'm very sorry, Mister Trent, but you seem to have run out of
time". The first one then observed.

The girl tried to shrink back into the jamb of the doorway, as it
was shut, it was not a possible goal. The second vicar asked her
completely incongruously,

"Did he harm you in any way, Miss"?
"Not really", she lied. She was as afraid of me as of them. She

was  one  of  those  people  who is  frightened  of  everything  and
everyone, even herself probably. It did not even occur to her, to
tell the truth,  show the vicars up for what they were. Nothing
more  than  lackeys,  turnkeys  to  the  fat-cats.   Validating
Investigative Constable of Authority & Reparation my left nut,
they were more like secret enforcers in the pay of whoever had
the most capacious bank balance.

"Well  this  has  been  nice",  I  told  them  sarcastically,  "But
without a charge, I would ask you kindly to ponghe-off so that I
can be on my way".  



"It's just a routine check for the girl. We'll deal with you in a
minute. Watch him while I check the girl's credentials. 

"No"!  She  screamed,  backed  through  the  door,  slamming  it
behind her. The first vicar went in diligent pursuit. My chances
had just increased exponentially. A tiny radio in the black coat of
one of the remaining duo suddenly spoke, 

"He is the one I want. Fetch him to Me"?
"Who might that be"? I asked, "To my certain knowledge I'm

not wanted by anyone or guilty of anything"? 
While one of the vicars covered us, the second approached me

as it started to rain,
"It's probably just procedure, Trent, put your hand behind your

back if  you don't mind, I'll  have to tie-wrap you, so you don't
inadvertently harm yourself".

'Yeah, left, I'm always doing stunts like that'.
He moved behind me, placing his weapon in the holster under

his arm to allow his hands-free to tie me down. 
"Where are we matting"? I asked as he pulled the wrap tightly,

covered all the while by the other's heater.
"The cells of the Building of Correction, big place, half of it's

underground", the friendly one said to me. They were playing -
Pleasant Vicar, Silent Vicar. I had no choice but to follow them to
a kiosk. As I did, I asked yet again, 

"If  I'm  under  arrest,  what's  the  charge  and  where's  the
evidence"? 

"It's  murder,  Sir.  More  than  one.  The  forensic  evidence  is
pretty damning I'm afraid. If I were you, I'd stop talking now.
Everything you say will be monitored, can be used by the public
prosecutor  in  your  trial,  I'd  stay  schtum  until  you've  had  a
chance to talk to your Prelaterium".

The  booth  in  the  underground  area  of  the  Building  of
Correction was the oldest one I'd ever seen. It looked to me like
the original illustrations of the great Delonardi, who had taken
his  sketches  from  the  originals  created  by  the  founding
mathematician Cantormedes Lagranacci. From the latter's math,
the  equation  for  materialization  had  been  made  possible.
Though  Lagranacci had done the math of  it,  it  was the great
inventor and artist Delonardi  Van Spooni who had built the first



working  model  though.  Something I  and my  contemporaries
just  took  for  granted.  How  would  we  have  managed  without
instantaneous travel?

The two vicars took me to a cell. Only then was the tie-wrap
cut. I was shoved inside. The door slammed too behind me. I was
not going to be the only detainee in the cell. Who should I bump
into yet  again  other  than  my  dear  cousin  Gasheeno  Marinta!
Considering how we had met the first time, the nature of that
meeting, he did not look delighted to see me.

"You said you were going to take care of it",  I noted, always
accuse the other firstly it puts them on the middle rib.

"You and your girlfriend left me shot full of nervous torment",
he returned. It seemed he knew the tactic as well as I.

"I didn't tell her to stun you, she and I were not on the same
scrib.  She's  not  my  girlfriend  either,  she's  not  even  a  kissing
cousin".

"If He gets you to kill me, don't make it painful, will you"? 
We were in an underground concrete cell,  the door made of

steel, how did he think I was going to put out his lights without
discomfort?  I  could  hardly  hold  a  fluffy  pillow  over  his  face,
could I? 

I nodded, "You've got it cuz".
The door opened then, in came my prelaterium (solicitor).  I

had not even made a call.
"I've been hired by the courts to represent you in your pre-

execution trial", he sighed, some way to demonstrate the fairness
of the system I don't think. He did not seem overjoyed by the
task. Neither did he inspire me with immense confidence. 

"They  have  you  explosion  to  lefts",  he  added,  "Your  only
chance is to try to plead insanity. Otherwise, I'm certain you're
going to be stoned.  Yes the  vicars will  have our good citizens
stone some sense into you". 

I  readjusted  my  position  on  the  metal  bench  the  cell  had
provided.  It  was  a  marvel  of  engineering  in  that  is  provided
support with the maximum of discomfort at the same time.

"I'm not insane".
"That's a shame", he replied in a tone that indicated he did not

think it  was a shame at all.  On a small  device attached to his



wrist,  he  depressed  a  button.  The  door  opened  about  four
seconds later. The two vicars were their to flank me either side as
I was conducted to a desk. Behind which, on a raised seat was
none other than the  Holielíder himself. I only knew that by the
white  wig,  the  crimson  gown  over  his  black  uniform.  In
stentorian fashion, he asked, 

"Defence"?
 My learned counsel replied tacitly, "None".
His Holielíder asked, "Prosecution"?
The vicar who had not been my friend duly reported, Several

bodies,  fingerprints,  blood,  forensic  all  prove  the  accused's
unequivocal guilt, your Reverence". 

His reverence nodded, raised a hammer made of wood, smote
the desk with a block of the same material,

"Absolute guilt.  The sentence is death,  for absolute guilt,  we
require absolute absolution". 

Speedy. Efficient, no waste of taxpayers money there then. 
"I would like to make a request"? I asked. I fully intended to

appeal to Him. It might give me the chance to kill Him. 
"Request denied", his reverence the  Holielíder decided swiftly.

You're in luck, Prisoner, you will not have to endure a night of
torment in your cell. Even as we speak, the auditorium above is
filling up with dutiful  citizens.  It  will  all  be over for you very
soon.  You  will  depart  this  veil  of  tears  and  may  Azmolithus,
Garospendes, Ventusviento and Pyroignis torment your soul in
damnation forever, Amenandwomen".

Charming, no bias there then.
The vicar prodded me toward an old fashioned lift. That sort

with the metal gates and open-ended car. I was not in the mood
to appreciate the aesthetic vintage charm of it at that moment. I
did not have many options left me at that precise time. Zero is
not a healthy number. We went up to the ground floor, beyond a
brown-floored,  green  walled  corridor  were  a  twin  set  of  huge
wooden doors. I knew what was on the other side of them.

12.



With barely any effort of any will what-so-ever, I changed my
metabolism so that it was running quickly. Very quickly indeed.
To the astonishment of the two vicars flanking me, I snapped the
tie  wrap,  bursting forward with a  turn of  speed,  of  which,  no
human  could  ever  possibly  achieve.  My  diving  body  smashed
through the doors as though they were balsa.  Down the main
corridor,  I dashed. I had not long since walked the very same
avenue.  Though  on  that  occasion,  I  had  been  one  of  the
executioners, not The Condemned. I heard a vain cry from over
my shoulder, 

"Stop, come back"!
Oh yeah. I was going to halt my bid for freedom, turn myself in

to be promptly stoned to death because he had asked me too, in a
goat's ear. For the sheer hell of it, not to mention the exhilaration
I found in doing it, I ran as fast as I could. I'm not bragging or
quack'all, but I reckon I reached about forty-three kilometres an
hour.  the only reason I  finally stopped was that my plimsoles
soles  had begun to smoke.  Once again,  I  found myself  in  the
plebeian section of the city. I had to get out of sight, fast! 

Glancing around the first street-sign that appeared before me
was the one proclaiming I was on Eduardo Way. That was the
depths  of  Pleb  country.  Before  I  was  blown  up  and  lost  my
memory, I would not have even dreamed of going that far into
the zone. One thing was certain, even a team of vicars would not
venture that far into the darky area of the city, as one politician
in the past had been fond of calling it. It was dark too. Overhead
the cupola was dull slate,  from which fell a constant drift of fine
rain that eventually wet me down to my skin. I glanced at my
wrist-chrono, unable to believe it was 14:00, it seemed like late
dusk. The breeze had needle-sharp teeth that nibbled icily at my
flesh. I was not dressed for the sort of weather that the Pleb Zone
was allowing me to enjoy. 

Not for the first time in the past couple of days, I examined my
lot in life. Fate had dealt me a crap hand. All I could do was bluff.
I was holding a hand of big fat zero. I didn't even know my real
name,  my  family.  I  might  have  a  gorgeous  wife,  a  brace  of
strapping youngsters.  I  wondered how He had chosen me.  In
flashed the memory that I knew I had at least been normal once.



The library memory along with several others told me that. Then
He and I had been united, till I had become - what?  If I had only
ever one mission, it was to kill again, to kill Him. 

Tallow illumination, chiaroscuro bright by contrast, suddenly
spilt out of a doorway over to my left. I turned to see a young
woman framed in  it,  her  features  deep in  shadow due  to  the
backlight.  Before  I  could  consider  whether  to  ask  her  for
somewhere  to  hide,  I  was  surprised  to  see  her  wave  to  me.
Gestured  to  approach,  possibly  even  go  in  out  of  the  drizzle.
There was no hesitation in me as I raced the distance between
us. As I got closer to her, I suddenly recognised who my saviour
was. 

"So", she observed in an amused fashion, "You finally made it".

13.

The building was old. No, correct that, it was ancient. Like an
old man, it had its problems. It was slowly crumbling with wear
and  tear.  In  what  would  have  been  a  wrinkled  navel,  stood
Ekterina. Her loveliness looked completely out of place in such
shabby surroundings. She pushed open the rotting door to let me
pass. Either side were windows with grey glass. Layers of filth
and grime had worn away the lambency of the supercooled liquid
turning it translucent. Inside was a dark green corridor, the walls
flaking with dusty distemper, the tiled floor cracked and grimy
beneath layers of dust. Who wanted to live like this?

The doorway in the far end of the hallway stood ajar. Flickering
light  spilt  from  it.  I  walked  into  the  room  swiftly  to  find  an
expanse filled with tumbledown furniture that was quite possibly
brought from Earth, centuries in the past. At the centre was one
of those antique tables that could be pulled apart at each end, to
allow an extra section placed between them. Thusly seating far
more  than  the  usual  six.  Around  it  was  twelve  hard-backed
chairs.  If  my new host intended to invite  me to supper,  there
would then be thirteen of us. A half memory told me that was
inauspicious  in  some  way,  but  I  could  not  remember  how.
Having seen enough to perk my interest, I turned back to her,
finally greeting, 



"Hello, what are you doing here, Ekterina"?
She  looked genuinely  puzzled,  or  she  was  a  very  competent

actress indeed when she replied immediately,
"I'm  sorry,  Mister  but  you  seem  to  have  mistaken  me  for

someone  else,  I'm
Lyubi, Lyubi Wong".

"You've  assumed  a
new identity to try and
hide from Him, sorry, I
reach now".

She  looked
nonplussed,  "No,  Sir,
my  name  has  always
been  Lyubi  since
birth".

"And you don't know
me?  You  don't
recognise  me,  as
Trent?  What  has  He
done to you"? 

"He"?
"Forget  it  for  the

moment,  Ek...  Lyubi.
I'll  get  him,  I'll  make
him put you back, both

of us back in fact before I strangle the life out of him".
"I  can  see  you're  distressed  Mister  Trent",  she  returned

sympathetically,  "Don't  worry  though,  you  are  safe  here,  you
have reached our little sanctuary".

"From Him"?
"From all of them".
"All of them? Oh, I see you mean the plebs".
"No Mister Trent I don't mean the plebs, we are the plebs"!

In more than a little confusion, I glanced around again, hoping 
to speak to someone else. I spotted the window, the panes were 
black. Even the filthy crumbling slum could not have lost the 
light so quickly. Going over to it, I saw why there was no light 



coming through them. They had been covered with black sugar 
paper. 

"We will soon be having tea", Lyubi-Ekterina told me gently,
"You will need to see your room and get a wash before we start
preparing to eat. Come this way, Mister Trent. What may I call

you, what's your first name"? 
"Trent is fine", I told her again. 
She  took  me  through  a  back

kitchen  which  smelled  pretty
good.  Up  some  creaking  bare
wooden stairs to a landing. Down
the upper corridor, we went and
on to the very bottom door. There
was no number  on  it,  the  place
had never been an hotel. 

In my room was an old drawer
wardrobe  combination.  Above
the  drawers,  a  cracked  chipped
mirror that had seen better days.
The  wardrobe  side  was  single
four drawers just took the mirror
up to my height.  The bed was a
single. Made from iron, if you can
believe  it?  Holding  horizontal
springs  to  support  the  rather
hard mattress was an iron frame.

On that was a sleeping bag. There was just one rather flat pillow.
At the end of the bed was a sink. The three items filled the room.
Good job I didn't have a cat, I wouldn't have been able to swing it
around in my new quarters. 

"Just get a nice wash, the towel is under the sink hanging on
the fitment? There's soap there, look? Then come down and meet
us all"?

Then  she  was  gone.  If  it  was  Ekterina,  her  mind  had  been
wiped  clean  of  any  notion  of  her  or  me.  Maybe  I  would  not
strangle Him? After all, that was a bit too quick. 

   
14.



I had another episode! When I went to look at myself in the
mirror, the flesh began to rot on the face I regarded. It sloughed
off,  to  fall,  who knew where.  Beneath those fake features,  the
metallic glint of a head made of steel, could be seen. When the
eyes boiled, dribbled from their sockets, what lay behind were
the bright scarlet solenoids of a robot's. Was the illusion in the
mirror my dementation? Or was He making me see a mirror of
delusion, a glimpserama of what I knew would not be real? One
that I would remember next week if I lived that long.  

I have to confess that the apparition made me stagger back in
alarm, a male voice asked from the doorway,

"Are you eftee, My Friend"?
Turning it  was  to  regard a  dwarf.  Well,  you  always  have to

squeeze a dwarf into any good story, do you not? 
"We've  not  been  introduced",  he  told  me  somewhat

superfluously,  "I'm  kind  of  in  charge  here  at  the  moment.
Although we run an autonomous collective, strictly speaking, we
do have an executive officer for the week. This week I'm it". 

"So if I need anything, You're the go-to-chappie to see, I reach
fellow", I told him, I can drag with the best of them when I have
to put on the right jacket. 

He came forward. Sort of waddled in point of fact. "The name's
Sevenstone, Tallowquist Sevenstone"

'Very grand', I thought to amuse myself, 'A big name for a...'.
"Trent, pleased to meet you".

"Do you have a first name, Mister Trent"?  
"I can't remember it.  It's been so long since anyone called it

me,  Trent  will  do  just  fine".  I  forced  a  smile.  It  was  strange
though, I had taken an instant dislike to  Tallowquist Sevenstone
the Executive Officer for the week. 

"Yes", he persisted, "But what is it anyway"?
"Why"?
"Oh, just for the records, as E O I have to ask"?
"Why"?
"For the records, you understand"?
"No, I'm afraid I don't. This is the pleb zone where people do

not have their details recorded". 



"Except  here  we  keep matters  a  little  more  ordered,  Mister
Trent, so I'm afraid I'll have to press you for your first name and
date of birth".

"If  I  told it  you wouldn't  believe me,  it's  such an incredible
coincidence, I wouldn't believe it due to the fact that we've only
just met". 

"What do you mean, what's your name"?
"Tallowquist. Tallowquist Trent. What's your date of birth by

the way"?
He scowled, spun on a heel, before waddling off as they do. I

wondered briefly when his seven-day tenure was coming to an
end. Finally, I turned on the tap to get washed. 

It was somewhat difficult to take my eyes off Lyubi while we
ate. I was sure she was Ekterina, what had He done to make her
accept a completely new identity? She seemed to know all the
noisy  men  and  women  who  were  seated  around  the  table,
making a great deal of clamour. Laughing and joking, something
I  had  not  done  in  living  memory.  What  struck  me  as  they
chuckled and roared, even with their mouths full  of food, was
how alive they seemed, even in the heart of the plebeian zone.
The jocularity was further enhanced by a significant quantity of
white wine. I tried some, it was the cheapest nastiest vintage I
think I had ever tasted. 

I was very aware of my alien nature amongst the group. The
others  seemed  like  a  well-established  community,  almost  a
family.  They  traded  inside  jokes,  especially  for  my  benefit,
knowing I would not understand half of what they were saying.
After a while  I  attenuated them to mute,  Lyubi began to look
embarrassed.  I  think  our  Executive  officer  for  the  week  had
tainted some of the others, warned them I was non-cooperative.
I resolved to eat, then leave Lyubi or no. A red-headed girl with
freckles and green eyes that were too large for her face cut into
my determined disinterest as she suggested to one of the men, 

"We could start using the house on Utilizado Drive. Since the
booths that's been a bit of a misnomer, hasn't it"? 

"I  was  up  on  the  bridge  over  there,  the  one  that  spans  the
Verde river, the suns managed to come out, it was quite lovely
for a while", he added.



"But what can we do against them, there are so many, they're
armed, they're organised, while we exist in separate little cells.
Maybe  we  should  throw  it  all  down,  go  and  live  in  a  cave
somewhere"?

"Oh great, I had landed in a nest of amateur revolutionaries. I
did not think they would last long. If their executive officer for
the week was anything to go by, he could be the next big He. Or
should that be the next small He"?

Suddenly  the  entire  company  quietened  as  a  rather  intense
looking young man with pinched features and determination in
his eye told them all,

"I'm going tonight, to attempt it".
"Good luck",   Sevenstone was the first to congratulate him, the

others followed suit, including Lyubi. One of the other men went
over to a bureau that looked to be hundreds of years old. Pulling
down the writing area he took out what looked like a crystal ball.
With  deliberate  ceremony,  he  passed  it  to  the  dwarf.  After
closing his eyes, reciting a silent mantra, Sevenstone passed the
ball to the girl on his right. The bizarre sequence continued until
the ball came around to me. I was offered it just as everyone else
had been, but I had no idea what was going on, so I sadly shook
my head. Sevenstone squawked, 

"Do not break the circle newcomer, do you want ill  to befall
him"?

"Not he  nor anyone else  here especially,  but  I  have no idea
what is being conducted and if it's some sort of superstition, then
I'm a complete atheist".

"So  you  refuse  to  participate  in  our  ceremony  when  we've
welcomed  you  into  this  cabal,  fed  you,  offered  you
accommodation"?

Lyubi dared, "Tallowquist, he does not yet know the ways, his
ignorance must be excused surely"?

The  others  nodded,  the  dwarf  scowled,  the  ball  finished  its
circuit without pausing at me. Once it was in the hands of the
bantam leader he intoned, 

"We, the cabal, give you of our strength, our purpose, we all
wish you success. Now I think it is time for the hallowed refrain".



He  waddled  over  to  another  vintage  cabinet,  pulled  out  a
curiously  slim folder.  From out  of  which slid  a  black circular
piece  of  etched  vinyl.  Lifting  the  lid  on  a  curious  device,  the
dwarf  placed  the  circular  disc  onto  an  equally  shaped  platter

covered  in  what  looked  like
black  rubber.   His  stubby
fingers  threw  a  toggle.  The
platter  began  to  rotate  the
disc.  Over  this,  he  swung  a
slim  arm,  upon  the  end  of
which was a tiny box. Out of
the  base  of  the  box  was  a
delicate needle. It fit into the
etchings  of  the  disc.  There
was  a  sort  of  thump  from
hidden  speakers.  Followed
by a lengthy crackling sound
like  bacon  being  fried.  It
abruptly ended when one of

the most interesting voices I had ever heard, began to sing. 

Looking for someone, I guess I'm doing that
Trying to find a mem'ry in a dark room
Dirty man, you're looking like a Buddha
I know you well - yeah

Keep on a straight line, I don't believe I can
Trying to find a needle in a haystack
Chilly wind you're piercing like a dagger
It hurts me so - yeah

Nobody needs to discover me
I'm back again
You see the sunlight through the
Trees to keep you warm
In peaceful shades of green
Yet in the darkness of my mind
Damascus wasn't far behind



Lost in a subway, I guess I'm losing time
There's a man looking at a magazine
You're such a fool, your mumbo-jumbo
Never tells me anything - yeah ©Gabriel/Banks/Phillips

Lyubi came around to whisper into my ear,
"He's  going  into  the  subway,  Trent,  He's  going  into  the

darkness".
The confusion I felt would have only highlighted my ignorance,

I asked for no further verification. The plebs seemed to think he
was going on a quest for some grail or other. I could not have
cared less. The strange black vinyl disc was very good, however.
We were all listening to music without a stix, until it ran into the
centre with more crackling and a thump. These rebellious plebs
seemed to me to be nothing more than a remnant of a world that
was decaying, crumbling about them. They could have gone into
the  city,  joined  the  ranks  of  the  vicars,  become  those  they
opposed, to live in better conditions. It seemed they did not want
to conform to the order of things. Yet who was I to judge when I
might very well have once been an enforcer of the autocracy? He
did not seem to me to be an individual who would countenance a
democratic process. It was His way or a little meeting with me,
those others like me. So why was He clearing-house, what had I
done  to  piss  Him off  so  badly?  Once again I  seemed to  be  a
couple of details behind an informative piece of data. Still, the
rebels had put a roof over my head. One had to be grateful for
small mercies. 

I  felt  suddenly  exhausted.  I  could  feel  the  beginnings  of  a
headache behind my eyes. Lyubi was instantly at my side. 

"I think you should go and get some sleep".
"I think you're right. Goodnight".
I  beat  a  hasty  retreat  from  the  communal  love  and  chest-

beating.  Got  into  the  sleeping  bag  to  instantly  drift  into  a
troubled slumber. 

15.



Dragged rudely from it,  what felt  like seconds later.  I  could
hear the sounds of violence. Screams, cries, the sound of heaters
blasting,  booted  feet  on  wooden  floors.  The  place  was  being
raided. I did not doubt who was responsible for a second. The
vicars. Just as I had cleared the restrictive bag that was my bed
covers,  the  door crashed open.  Even before  I  could react,  the
heater  fired.  I  dived  toward  the  vicar,  the  last  thing  he  was
expecting me to do. Searing burning agony almost crippled me as
the  heat  from  the  weapon  bathed  my  right  thigh.  My  hands
grabbed either side of the vicars head. I tore it upward. 

The  skin  split  firstly.  Then  bloody  fluid  splashed  the  wall
beside the two of us. I continue to tear upward in a red misted
fury. The spine finally gave, but several links of it were dangling
heinously from the neck of the decapitated head as the twitching
torso fell  to one side.  From the corridor beyond, I could hear
another series of booted footsteps. Throwing myself down into
the slippery gore, I threw the head sideways down the corridor.
Heard  the  next  vicar  gasp,  gag.  By  then  I  had  snatched  the
headless  corpse's  heater  from  still  uselessly  twitching  fingers,
burned the vicar who was doubled-over, spewing. Had I time to
race  into  my  clothes  before  more  of  them  reached  me?   I
certainly did not fancy taking them on, naked. My bohos were
over  my agonised thigh before  the sound of  more booted feet
could be heard, a voice gasped, 

"They've  ripped  his  Reverence's  head  off,  torched  his
Reverence".

Both  of  them  were  his  Reverence,  could  that  not  get  a  tad
confusing?

Throwing myself in the now sticky gore a second time, I dived
around the jamb, burned the legs of another his Reverence. He
screamed  like  a  girl.  Abruptly  it  stopped.  One  of  the  other
Reverence's  had thought  it  expediently  merciful  to  deliver  the
coup de grace? A voice that sounded infuriated cried,  

"There's... aaarrgghh".
I burnt him in turn.
This  time I  had the chance to rush into my upper clothing,

socks and plimsoles. I was excellent to exit, as the saying goes.
That was when a huge gout of fire suddenly bathed the walls of



the corridor. The vicars had decided the best way to deal with the
remaining existence was to burn the building to the ground. 

I  waited until  the  concentrated fire  ceased,  Dashed into  the
burning  walls,  sprinted  down  the  corridor  in  the  opposite
direction. It terminated in a door. The interior timber shattered
as I  ran through it  rather like Captain Caveman in a cartoon,
although the shape I left behind did not resemble my silhouette
in the slightest.  I  did not  even slow as  I  crashed through the
window on the far wall of the room beyond. Falling three metres
onto the road outside three vicars were startled to see me tumble
onto the cracked and ruined tarmac. In the process, I think I had
broken my shoulder.  With my other  hand,  I  bathed the three
startled his Reverences with my heater. Then sprinted away from
the rapidly burning house of the cabal. 

It was an especially darker than usual night. The pursuit did
not follow me for long. They could not run as fast as me anyway.
Even with a thigh that was badly burned, my shoulder broken, I
estimate I  was able  to  achieve about 32 kph.  The vicars were
unused to walking,  never mind running.  When I  stopped,  the
pain in both my injuries was beginning to abate. I was already
healing. It was a shame about Lyubi. From what I had witnessed,
the  raid  did  not  intend  to  return  to  headquarters  with  any
prisoners at all.   I  could not feel  a great deal of sympathy for
Tallowquist. It was time to break into a trot, at a pace I could
maintain all night ifin I had to. The only problem was, where was
I going to go? From the instant I had awoken in the hospital, to
the present, I had been carried along like a piece of straw on the
surface  of  rapidly  moving  water.  With  just  about  the  same
amount of control. It was time to take charge. 

I stopped.
I thought my connection to Him!
'I'm coming to see You. Give me directions? One of us has to

die. This has to end. If You win then so be it. I, however, am
tired of your silly game, tell me where You are, if You dare'?

I don't know ifin it worked, or if it was a coincidence, the lyrics
of the song came back into my head at that moment. 



Lost in a subway, I guess I'm losing time
There's a man looking at a magazine
You're such a fool, your mumbo-jumbo
Never tells me anything - yeah ©Gabriel/Banks/Phillips

The other chap had been going to the  subway too.  I  should
have realised He was not anywhere in the city. I had been wrong
all  along,  He  was  somewhere  subascellan,  skulking  in  the
shadows.  I  was  going  to  find  Him,  we  would  finally  have  a
showdown. It was me and the other family members, or Him.
Time to put an end to the tolly-tickering time for Low-Midnight.
I raced forward, in the back of my mind I knew I would be going
in the right direction. There was a simple reason for that belief,
as I ran I felt His presence growing stronger all the while. He was
like a homing beacon of  hatred and death.  From between the
houses, huddled behind a high fence that had almost rotted back
to the ground level in places, the subway huddled like a concrete
cat,  with an enormous mouth. Into the fuliginous maw, I  ran,
then  reluctantly
slowed.  The  lights  of
the  subway  were  no
longer  operating.
Whatever  source  of
power  that  had
charged  the  sodium
illumination  had
decayed  to  nothing
sometime in the past.
The  inner  depths  of
the  concrete  tunnel
were  therefore
nigrescently  devoid  of  light.  If  I  continued  much further  into
such darkness.  I  might end up the victim of  an insane pleb a
lunaplebe. Before I could resolve to go on or turn back though,
my eyes suddenly accustomed to the total lack of any sort of light
what-so-ever.  I  had  infra-red  vision  -  handy  in  just  such  a
situation as thusly presented itself currently.  



One such crazy plebeian did approach, he had the brightness of
some sort of primitive fire torch to guide him. He also had a very
sharp razor-blade knife. Sometimes called an Oucknife, as they
were  made  by  Orang-U-Can.  I  broke  his  wrist  with  a  kick,
slugged him to unconsciousness, then in an artistic afterthought
carved the word 'villain'  on his forehead, before pocketing the
oucknife - you never know. 

The subway sloped downward into a metal turnstile, which I
vaulted. Had I the appropriate coinage it would have been rusted
solid  anyway.  The  edges  of  the  concrete  platform  were
crumbling. An overhead water pipe was leaking badly, causing a
constantly  eroding waterfall  to  cascade onto it.  Somewhere  in
this mess, He skulked. 

Why?
With His power, the facilities at His command, what was He

doing down in the darkness? There again little I had learned of
Him had made sense to me anyway. He had created a race that
would put men on the planet into the shade. For some reason,
He had then decided it had not been the very best of projects. So
He had sought to tear the whole shebang down. That was where I
had come in,  it  seemed.  I  had maybe done a  whole  bunch of
commissions before getting jaded by the entire affair. I had gone
rogue, become His chief target, there is nothing more damnable
than a fallen angel, right? That was all theory. It was all I had.
Ekterina had promised to be an ally then turned out to be in
some  half-assed  cabal  that  had  subsequently  gotten  itself
whopped. Why the deceit? Why deny her identity to me of all
people? She  was  afraid  of  me  that  was  why,  she,  a  potential
target, maybe even a homing beacon for Him. Had I brought the
vicars down on the house that had burned?

There was only one way to go from the platform. Along the
rails of the long since abandoned trains. Which way though, east
or west? I stood debating for a while, sending out mental feelers,
was  He  suddenly  hiding  from  me.  I  had  a  50-50  chance  of
choosing the right way anyway. In complete indecision for once,
I took a coin out of my pocket. Chiefly obsolete pieces of metal in
the period, yet still used by those who did not wish their thumb
registering  all  over  the  place.  On  one  side  was  the  crest  of



Granisla,  which  was  our  country.  On  the  other  was  a  profile
etching of  Holielíder, leader of the nation, head of the vicars. As
it span in the air, I determined that his head would be toward the
east. It landed on tails. How did I know which way was which? It
was indicated on signs overhead. I also knew the line going to
Caminantapueblo was a town west of  Laposturdesgarba. Though
we spoke Standard of Ascella, most of the place names had been
given by the original Esperanto speaking settlers, a few hundred
years ago.

Dropping  down  onto  the  tracks  was  easy  enough.  I  felt  my
shoulder, then my thigh, both were well on the mend, causing
me  no  discomfort.  It  became  time  to  break  into  another
controlled trot. For several hours I jogged. Until I came to the
cave-in. It would have taken me hours to shift all that rubble and
broken concrete even if I could get my arms around some of the
huge  slabs  of  it.  There  was  no  way  to  go  forward.  West  was
blocked off, I had hit a dead end. 

16.

I was about to turn back, thoroughly demoralised, when a shaft
of extremely brilliant light lanced through the blackness, almost

blinding  me.  The  brilliance  had  a  source,
which  was  an  outline  of  a  tightly  fitting
doorway in the side of the tunnel.  The angry
scream  of  metal  scraping  against  itself  then
shattered  the  otherwise  silent  atmosphere.  I
felt  a  waft  of  warm air.  Abruptly,  a  feminine
figure  was  outlined  in  the  light,  a  voice  I
recognised only too well  asked me,  

"This way, Trent".
"Of course she had known my name, just as I

knew hers.  At  least  that  was  what  I  thought
until I tried one of two alternatives.

"Lo Ekterina, or is it Lyubi".
"My name is Cora".
"Yeah?  Cora  Schleswig,  or  Cora  Wong"?  I  demanded

sceptically, pushing past her rather roughly. I had been keen on



her at one time, but her silly games were beginning to be a bit
wearing. Just who's side was this tricky female on? 

"Cora Hoi", she responded, with such innocence that I paused
while she slammed the tightly fitting door too.  

"Look at me"? I demanded. You know my name is Trent. Or
should I say Trent is the current name I'm using? How do you
know that if we've never met before"?  

"But we have met before".
"You admit that"?
"Of course".
"So when did we meet? In the hospital, or the supposedly safe-

house in the plebeian zone"? 
At  that  her  lovely  brow  creased  in  confusion.  She was

confused?
"I don't know anything about those places", she informed me

earnestly, "I met you in the laboratory".
Was  there  more  than  one  Ekterina,  or  was  He  constantly

wiping her memory, the bastard? Or should that be Bastard with
a capital 'bee'? 

"The laboratory"?
"Yes, I presume you're here to inspect it once more"?
"Do you"?
"Isn't that the reason for your visit"?
We could play that game all night, or I could just let her lead

me where she wanted me to go, 
"Let's not stand around in this corridor any longer then Cora.

Pray to lead on if you please"?
"You're different",  she told me as she turned to do just as I

requested. 'No kidding',  I  thought,  'Different to what exactly'?
That  would  have  been  to  give  the  game  away,  however,  so  I
stayed  silent.  She  led  me  through an  interior  doorway into  a
brilliantly  white  room,  banked  by  electronic  equipment  that
looked nothing like the sort of apparatus the railway would ever
have used. I was not looking at all the dials, lights and circular
attenuators though, rather, I was taken aback by who was in the
room already. 

"Kroxbruff"! I gasped, "What are you doing down here, what
have you got to do with all this"?



The other figure I ignored, I still didn't like the dwarf. Yet it
was  him  who  spoke  firstly  while  the  artist  merely  smiled
knowingly, 

"Hello  Tallowquist",  he  observed scornfully.  "Not  much of  a
cover to tell one's interrogator that you have the same first name
as them is it"?

"I thought it rather witty", Kroxbruff smiled, "It annoyed you
no end Sevenstone".

"What  is  going  on"?  I
asked, "What is this place
and  who  put  the  two  of
you  together,  of  all
people".

"He doesn't  remember",
Cora  told  them  trying  to
help. As usual, everyone in
a  room  seemed  to  know
more  about  the  given
situation  than  me.  I  was
growing  heartily  sick  of
the dilemma. 

"Look, it doesn't matter,
I'm  after,  Him",  I  told
them  hotly,  "If  you  can't

help me with that then I'll be on my way".
"I can take you to, Him", the girl informed. Not the one I would

have granted such knowledge. There again, an acrylics artist and
a dwarf. What was I doing there? I drew my heater, take me to,
Him then. At least then I might get some answers"?

The girl took my hand, pulled me in a certain direction. I could
see no door before us. She placed her slim hands under my chin,
tilted my head back, said,

"There He is"!
I regarded my reflection in a mirror!
I was He! He was me, I was both the creature and the creator.

Walls inside my head came tumbling down. Barriers that I had
built to stop recollections escaping. My laboratory. My creations.
I had created a type of biological android. A cyborg, with very



few mechanical parts. I had bioengineered a race of supermen
and women.  They were in cells  through society.  Within a few
decades,  they would be as numerous as humans.  A few more,
they would outnumber them. 

When I had truly realised that, it had been a bitter epiphany. I
was the nemesis of the human race. What was I to do? Although
humans were in so many ways inferior to the new biodroids, (as I
had called them) they did not  deserve extinction.  It  would be
Ascella firstly, then the cluster, then the galaxy. I would go down
in history as the greatest mass murderer since Mao Zedong. He
had only killed 77 million, I would be indirectly responsible for
the  genocide  of  humanity! I  had done  the  only  thing  I  could
think to do. I could not set the fledgeling race of biodroids at one
another.  That  would  have  been  an  equally  heinous  crime,  to
introduce murder to a new species of sentient beings. No, I had
made the mess, I should clean it up. Yet I was only one weak
man,  no  match  for  most  of  the  creations  for  whom  I  was
responsible. There was only one other option that occurred to
me.  Together  with  assistance  from  my  two  most  trusted
understudies, I underwent the surgical enhancements that would
make  of  me  -  one  of  them.  Surgeon  Kroxbruff  and  Doctor
Sevenstone had carefully followed my pioneering techniques to
the letter. I had become what I had begotten. I was a man also
biodroid. To cement the resolution, the blind obedience, it was
decided.  Determined  that,  my  memory  of  being  the  creator  -
should  be  subdued.  Drowned,  in  the  infinite  corridors  of  my
deepest pools of memory. I remembered then that Tallowquist
had been most keen to see that done, no wonder I resented him.
A little man with big ideas. The rest did not need remembering. I
had  been  wound  up,  like  a  mechanical  robot-toy,  set  on  the
track, the rest was, as they say, history. 

There was one question still to be resolved though. If what I
thought I now remembered as being true, was the case, where
had the plan gone wrong? Who was responsible  for the kiosk
explosion?  It could not have been Him. He was me. So who was
trying to kill me and why?

17.



I  turned  away  from  the  mirror.  Mirrors  have  always  had  a
curious fascination for me. Right at that moment, I had far more
pressing issues than my vanity, though. I looked at my two trusty
assistants. Did one of them think that should I suffer a seriously
fatal accident, one carefully planned? That they would move up
to  numero  unu?   The  taller  of  the  two by  some considerable
margin asked me,

"Have  you  remembered  everything  Mjhstrakirugo?  Do  you
want me to tell you your name or..."?

"I rather like Gheric Trent", I  cut him short,  not as short as
Sevenstone though. "Though I do rather like the title of, master
surgeon.  Tell  me  Kortiné,  while  I  have  been  away,  have  you
discovered who is trying to kill me"?

He  shook  his  head,  "Whoever  it  is  has  covered  their  tracks
most skilfully. There seems only one way to draw out the guilty
party".

"If you want to catch a big fish, you have to use tasty bait"? I
reasoned.

"You mean to make him a target, again"? Cora almost wailed,
"We cannot lose, Him, now, He's returned to us"? 

"I can hear the capitals", I told her sardonically, "Now we know
who I am, let's just make me as lower case as anyone else shall
we".

She rushed over to me then, throwing her arms around me,
"Don't go back out there, Mjhstrakirugo, not until we know who
is trying to kill you".

Sevenstone  remarked wryly,  "It  could  be  any  one of  several
biodroids,  they  have  more  than  enough  reason  to  want  him
destroyed.  Survival,  they  take  him out,  they get  to  live,  I  can
sympathise with their point of view". 

"How did you get  out  of  the  building"?  I  asked him then.  I
never saw anyone escape but me, Sevenstone".

"The  old  sewerage  system  that  runs  parallel  to  the
underground  railroad",  he  returned  just  a  little  too  swiftly,
colouring in embarrassment.

"I see", I mused, "Let's just say that's true for the minute. How
did you beat me back here though, I'm enhanced, while you're a



dwarf who even struggles to walk straight on an ordinary road,
how could you...".

Sevenstone  went  for  the  heater  at  his  side.  I  did  not  have
enough time to disarm him before he might have injured one of
the two humans in the room. Or should that be just Kroxbruff?
Was Cora real? In any event I had to burn him where he stood.
The mewling scream echoed by the girl, who proceeded to faint
away. 

"I'll  get this cleaned up",  Kroxbruff  offered, "While you take
her into a cot in the back".

Gazing down at the bubbling fatty pile of burning that had once
been Sevenstone, I did not envy him his task.

It was a pity I had killed the dwarf,  had I taken him alive I
could have found out why he had let the vicars know where the
cabal was? If he had done that, he might have known who was
trying to have me liquidated too? Oh well no use crying over spilt
dwarf as the old maxim went. I laid the blonde beauty on one of
several cots in a sort of dim barrack-room, before going further
into where I remembered the back kitchen to be. By the time I
had made two mugs of steaming tea, the artist was once more at
my side.

"If you ever decide to give up being a mad scientist", I began,
"There's  an  excellent  future  for  you  as  a  pretty  accomplished
artist". 

He laughed at that, then answered my unasked question, "She
doesn't know she's artificial by the way, in case you had forgotten
that detail, none of them does. Although the chances of the Lyubi
version  still  being  viable  is  pretty  slim  now  I  should  have
thought". 

"You know about that, not from the dwarf surely"?
"Retinal  cameras  fitted  into  the  back  of  your  eyes,  we  saw

everything you saw, quite an adventure, also how I managed to
bump into you in the hotel".

"Sound too".
"Cochlear implants". 
"So Ekterina, Lyubi and Cora are all separate individuals, why

did I make three...".



"Four actually,  Ling is still  out there and before you ask me
why again, you asked us not to tell you if you managed to have
forgotten".

"Us"?
"Me and the dwarf".
"Where is this Ling"?
"No idea. How long before you go back out then"?
"I'll get some sleep, head out in the morning. Can I ask you to

man the place while I'm out"?
He nodded, "What about Cora"?
"What about her"?
"It was an enormous fuss to leave her the first time. I'm not

sure she'll  take no for an answer a
second time, she's in love with you,
you know"?

"It seems I made them too well"I
observed bleakly.

18.

Upon  awakening  the  following
day,  another  thought  occurred  to
me. Sevenstone had betrayed me, or
he would  not  have  reached for  his
heater.  The  pay  was  probably
motive  enough,  but  what  had  he
against  the  members  of  the  cabal?
Or  had  he  simply  had  the  entire
place  torched  in  the  hope  of
including  me  among  the  dead?  I
disliked  the  last  supposition.  If  it
was the truth, then I was responsible for the violent end of quite
a few of the race I was trying to save. Not only that, I was still not
convinced that I could rely on my personal motivations. I had
deliberately had my assistants erase my memory, had all of what
was  essentially  me  been  restored  by  simply  looking  into  a
mirror?  



My experiences as a biodroid were changing my perceptions of
them?  I  had  made  it  possible  for  me  to  join  their  ranks.  To
eliminate the threat to the human race, I had left it. I was like a
spy who becomes a double agent. One thing I was certain of, I
could never kill Ekterina, Cora or the missing one, she or they
were too precious to me. In the situation I  now found myself
facing, I deduced that two minds, two pairs of eyes were better
than  one.  So  I  let  the  blonde  accompany  me  as  I  left  the
underground  laboratory.  Kroxbruff  assured  me  he  would  be
watching our every move, courtesy of some of my enhancements
in that regard. 

Did I have a list as to who it was who was trying to eliminate
me? I did, but it was too long. It included,  any of the biodroids
who might have become self-aware of their nature, suspected my
intentions,  top  of  that  pile  was  my  dear  cousins  Gasheeno
Marinta and Holst Schleswig, plus the others of course. To them,
I reluctantly added the  Holielíder of the Validating Investigative
Constables of Authority & Reparation. It  was quite a list.  Just
about everyone I knew except for maybe the girl(s) and the artist.

Where would be the best place to start?  One good thing about
the  century  was  the  sophistication  of  surveillance  units
everywhere one went. One only had to key into an appropriate
terminal to find anyone in the whole world. I saw the sense of
building an underground bunker in an old disused subway. It
was the one place where one could not be found. A good idea I
had conceived on that score. There was an old adage that said, 

'Keep your  friends  close  and your enemies  closer',  who was
closer than family,  right?  Time to pay Marinta another visit  I
think. We emerged from the subway into a very different scene.
For  one  thing,  the  smog  had  lifted  over  the  plebeian  zone.
Secondly, a huge black cloud of smoke, debris, soot was drifting
up into the sky on the far horizon, over the city. The twin suns
shone  down  brightly,  making  the  cloud  look  even  more
menacing. It was warm too, from both phenomena. Both of us
removed  our  jackets,  tying  them  around  our  waists  by  the
sleeves. 

"A fire", Cora noted superfluously, before adding, "It's started"!



"What's  started,  Cora"?  I  asked  gently,  "Do  you  know
something about this"?

"Only from Commune".
"Commune? What are you talking about, please explain".
"The collective, the link, our experience with one another".
She knew! She knew what she was. "So you can communicate

with the others, by some form of telepathy"? 
"Commune is optional, like a telephone, not clairvoyance".
"What has this Commune told you".
"That  we  have  risen.  We  will  take  over   Laposturdesgarba

firstly, then send cells out to the other cities, eventually taking
Granisla, then we will...".

"There are nowhere near enough of you to make that possible,
Cora". I interrupted her almost reverent diatribe. 

"Yet He will  make more of us", she persisted, "And we have
some of the biomes to help us".

"Biomes"?
"Those who are not biodroid".
"People? Do you mean people? Who do you think will be on the

side of artificial beings against their kind"? 
"The vicars. they despair over the nature of the biomes. They

long  for  a  planet  where  crime  does  not  exist.  Biodroids  are
peaceful,  non-avaricious,  hard-working,  they  will  make  for  an
utopian society".

"Which would then make them redundant", I noted. "I do not
think He will help you, or create more of you".

I referred to myself in the third person having no wish to ward
off an attack by her, possibly damage her in the process. She was
ignorant of who she was talking to. Sometime in the past, I must
have readjusted her programming, or wiped her memories,  or
changed them. She did not know I was - He. I thought it better to
leave it that way for the time being at any rate.  

The revolution had started then. It seemed coordinated, well
organised, I asked her who had led the Commune, 

"The Triumvirate". Was her reply. 
"Can you tell me who is in the Triumvirate, Cora"?
"Of course, but why do you want to know? You do not need to

worry, I have told them you are not to be harmed. I pleaded for



you, Mjhstrakirugo. Your status means that you will survive the
purgings". 

"That's very good to know, Cora, so you can tell me who the
Triumvirate is can't you"?

"Of course".
'Good, if I'm not to be touched that will give me an enormous

advantage when I attack them".
"They  are  the  Schleswigs  and  She  of  the  hot  looks  and hot

stones".
"Jerboa Knos? Jerboa Knos is a biodroid"?
Just how much had they infiltrated society on Ascella. I was

not pleased to hear Ekterina was involved either. The latter I had
met too, if  very briefly, no wonder he was close to the second
kiosk explosion, he might even have set it. I had to eliminate all
of them. For the sake of the race, of which, I had once been a
member. 

 
   
19.

"I want you to commune", I asked of her as we walked swiftly
toward the only booth in the plebeian zone. A shabby kiosk but
hopefully  still  serviceable.  "I  want  to  know  where  Holst
Schleswig is so that we can have a little meeting". 

"I know that without having to" she smiled, her hair glistening
like  spun-gold  in  the  light  of  our  binary  stars.  "He's  the  site
manager for the biggest building contractors in the city".

"Not Wimpie-Mukalpine"?
"Yes".
"And where are they conducting a construction right now then

Cora"?
"Over  on  the  north  side,  near  the  new  Double-You-Em

industrial estate".
"Then that is our first port of call", I told her.
"You intend to slay them in bloodily violent fashion"?



"It usually proves to be an effective endeavour. I do not have
time to think up some long-range scheme that will involve more
remote mechanics". 

"Two of them are women though".
"Possibly, although it's more likely that they are biodroids, as

you can commune with them".
"Will the day come when I shall have to be decommissioned"? 
"No", I realised I meant that too. "You represent no threat to

me, nor the humans". 
"Do any of us"?
"As biodroids,  you are capable of reproduction, that was my

most heinous mistake, I should have sterilised all those I created.
Unfortunately, it is too late to put the genie back in the bottle. A
more radical approach is necessary. That was why, I re-created
myself, as an assassin who can get the better of them, eliminate
them, before they can begin infiltration. I was incredibly naive. I
thought we biodroids would serve mankind. Somewhere along
the way, something or someone changed my mind". 

"You did",  she  told  me,  "You  were  initially  blinded  by  the
achievement  of  your  successful  procedures.  Do you still  think
there is another"?

"Another He"?
"Another He".
"I cannot accept that I was He. Not one hundred percent, there

is still  some nagging doubt that tells me that He, was the one
who made me decide to become the assassin".

"Deliberate schizophrenia".
"Well both of us aren't convinced".
We had reached the kiosk.
Cora obediently dialled in the sixteen-digit code. Sound smote

at us almost physically in nature. The awesome cacophony of an
expansive building site. Hammers, drilling, motors running, men
shouting. I was looking for just one. He wasn't a man. We had
met once, briefly when I had stolen his wallet. I would recognise
him with ease. We did not have to ask anyone if they knew where
the  manager  of  the  site  could  be  found.  For  just  as  I  was
preparing to do so, I spotted him. He was wearing a hard hat,
holding  a  clipboard  engaged  in  earnest  conversation  with  the



type of man who looked every centimetre a foreman. Some sixth
sense  must  have  alerted  him  to  imminent  danger,  for  he
suddenly  looked  up.  Saw  Cora  and  me  approaching  with  a
purposeful  tread.  For  a  second,  he  hesitated,  then  I  saw  my
features register with him. It took him another second to recall
where he had seen me before. By then, I was already running
toward him.  He turned, dashed toward an entrance to a half-
constructed building festooned with scaffolding. Shouldering one
of  his  workers  to  one  side,  Schleswig  rushed  into  the
comparative  gloom  of  an  interior  that  had  not  then  had
electricity cabled into it.  

It was a wise move. He would know the interior far better than
I, was hoping to get me lost in the darkened site. All it was at that
point was brick walls, a metal sheeting roof, concrete floors. The
internal divisions were of breeze. I got lost the instant I rushed
after him. I had not studied the floor plans as he had for weeks
before.  I  made  an  instinctual  decision,  turning  about  one
hundred and sixty degrees, to run back out the way I had just
entered. He would have to come out sooner or later.  I realised of
course, that the shell would still have a back doorway, for it to
pass  fire  regulations.  Moving  into  the  quickest  motion  my
improved metabolism was capable of, I began to race around the
perimeter of the new build. That was when the wheelbarrow that
plummeted from above  almost  crushed me.  I  looked  upward.
Schleswig had managed to get up two levels of scaffolding. The
missile had intended to put me out of action - permanently. 

Just beside where the intended collision had almost signalled
my demise, sets of ladders were secured to the next two levels of
scaffolding.  I  raced  up  them  Schleswig  was  racing  along  the
planking getting away from me as much as he could. Instead of
going after him, I smote the support pole that was keeping the
whole affair stable on that facade of the building. My skin split,
the flesh beneath my pinky squashed into pulp by the force of the
blow.  The joint  of  the  poles  was  fractured though,  unlike  the
super-bones in my hand, that remained uninjured. What it did
was  instantly  ruin  the  integrity  of  the  entire  side  of  the
scaffolding.  Which  suddenly  began  to  yaw  away  from  the
building, the beginning of a thunderous collapse. I saw Schleswig



topple off the boarding. Then I felt the whole former structure
tumble down in a confused heap of metal and timber. The lights
went out in my head then, figuratively speaking. The reason, I
was somewhere under the whole heavy pile of hefty metal poles
and wooden planking. 

20.

To my surprise, when I woke, I wasn't dead. On the other hand,
I did feel like a pile of metal tubes and hefty wooden boarding
had fallen on me. Which it had. Opening my eyes was to see the
lovely Cora looking down at me.

"Where are we"? I managed, not easy when you've got a broken
jaw.

"I  fished some coins out  of  your  pants,  booked us into  this
room. I got some funny looks from the proprietor, I can tell you,
but the cash proved to quell his concern over you. Do you think
we should go to the hospital"? 

"Why, do you feel poorly"? I tried to rise, both my arms were
broken. I think I had some internal injuries too. Hoped at the
same time that they were mending nicely. I asked Cora, 

"What happened to Schleswig"?
Cora shook her head,
"Broken neck. Guess even we biodroids cop a packet when our

spine is snapped. Can I get you anything"?
"Some analgesics would be fine", I told her, "It would seem my

nerve endings are especially efficient when it comes to sending
pain signals to my brain".

"I'll dial you some", she said. Rose from the chair at the side of
the bed I was on. Crossing the room, she began looking at the
most antiquated semi-kiosk I had ever seen. All it had was a sort
of  half-bubble  perspex  top,  not  a  sphere  design  or  anything
closely approaching it. I estimated it to be a couple of hundred
years old at least.

It  made  a  very  satisfactory  pinging  noise  though,  on  a  tiny
plate in one of its recesses, two white pills suddenly materialised.
Cora slipped into an on-suite kitchenette, came back with a glass
half-filled  with  water.  With  tender  care,  she  lifted  my  head,



placing the glass to my lips with her other hand. Once I had a
mouth full of water, she pressed the two pills between my lips. I
swallowed quickly so as not to let any of the water dribble its way
down my chin like a helpless baby. 

With my metabolism, the oramorph took effect in about five
minutes. Ten and I was walking around. 

"I'm facing something of a dilemma now, Cora", I confessed.
"I'm not sure I can eliminate Ekterina myself".

"Do  you  mean  because  she  will  be  a  copy  of  me"?  the  girl
asked.   

I nodded. It was not strictly true, but it was close. I had fallen
for Ekterina firstly before I knew her real nature. Before I knew
she was playing both sections against the jacket. The fact that
she wanted me dead did not exactly enamour me toward her, but
I would still find it very difficult to kill her. In my hesitation, I
might very well be the one who would end up deaded. 

"Then you need to hire someone to do the job for you", Cora
reasoned,  at  the  same instant  that  I  was coming to  the  same
conclusion. 

I nodded, smiled, it's good to have a plan, "Yes and I think I
know just who might be the very candidate for that little duty".

 

21. 

When  the  Validating  Investigative  Constable  of  Authority  &
Reparations Holielíder saw my image on the vidz-link, he spat, 

"Trent, you were due for execution hours ago, what are you still
doing abroad illegally"?

"I'm abroading", I confessed, "But not illegally, because I was
framed, Your Reverence". 

He looked at me cynically, down his patricianistic nose. "I have
not  heard  anyone  ever  say  that  to  me  before.  Oh,  no,  wait  a
minute,  I  have,  yes  that's  right,  by  just  about  every  convicted
criminal just before the sentence or just after it". 

"That doesn't mean I'm not telling the truth though does it"?



"Eftee, I'll play, who did smuggle your DNA and fingerprints
into  all  three  crime  scenes,  thus  framing  you  when  all  the
evidence says otherwise"? 

The sister, of the men, who were murdered. She now stands to
inherit  all  their  business  interests.  Her  name  is  Ekterina
Schleswig. There's something else as well". 

"I'm listening"?
"She's not human, she's a cyborg. Take your best vicars when

you  go  to  pay  her  a  visit,  bringing  her  down  might  prove
strenuous".

"A cyborg"?
"Take some bio-scanners with you if you think I'm lying. Prior

to  the  murders,  she  had  herself  enhanced  by  non-other  than
Jerboa Knos, who hides her artificial nature under the guise of
an artistic arranger of lighting arrangements". 

He was beginning to look less sceptical. I doubted he would go
to arrest the women himself, but he would send a compliment of
vicars  to  both of  the  registered properties  of  the  two women.
Before he could demand greater detail, I broke the connection.  

Turning to Cora, I asked her, 
"Can  you  teach  me  how  to  link  with  another  of  our  type,

without actually communing"?
She wrinkled her brow, 
"To spy  on  them you mean,  you want  to  see  what  happens

without them knowing"? 
"Exactly so".
"It sounds macabre".
"Maybe it  is.  Let  me ask you this  though,  Cora,  if  someone

wanted you dead, you found out there was a way of deading them
before they deaded you, wouldn't you be tempted to macabreate
the donkey out of them"? 

"Your  hang on  it  colloquial-wise  is  vibrant,  but  I  really  the
vibes", she smiled. The trouble I think I'll have is how simpatico
you and I can be before I try linking our intellects. You barely
remember me, how can I intimately respond to that"? 

She was beautiful, shapely, probably possessed of vigour equal
to my own. I mean to say, you would - wouldn't you? 



An hour and a half later we were laid in bed together smoking
self-indulgently,  I  felt  better  than I  had done since  before  I'd
wiped  my  engrams  clean.  She  rose  to  lean  on  an  elbow,
confessed to me, 

"I  think we  know one another well  enough for me to try to
commune with you now".

"I certainly knew her in a carnal sense.  The exploration had
been the most fun I had had since... the most fun I had ever had.

Only too aware of the amount of time that had passed since I
had become a stooly, gutting out the beans to the fuzz (I wonder
why we called the vicars that) we got right down to it since we
had ceased  getting right down to it.  I was a quick study. The
process  had  the  bonus  of  operating  on  an  almost  entirely
instinctual level. Cora and I were connected - mentally that was,
the  other  connection  having  been  severed  to  allow  us  to
concentrate without distraction. 

'Wow, that's peculiar'.

'Hello, honey'.
'Cora, I can... feel you, not like earlier, but in my mind. No

strike through that, not in my mind in my... quiddity. Do we
have such a thing, you and I'?

'I'm  not  big  on  semantics,  let's  just  say  we  are  currently
communing'

'So  how  do  we  eavesdrop  on  their  little  bit  of
unexpected trubb '?

'We go out'.
'Go out'?

'As I thought, I'm not big on semantics'.
'Can you go out, taking me with you'?

'Is the cherry as loud as the tape measure'?
'You're  not  wrong,  the  play  with  language  is  not

exactly your  royal trumps. Alright, let's ...  fuse. Take me
with you, find them'? 



I  felt  myself  being,  pulled,  dragged,  conveyed,  stretched,
grooved,  submerged.  Cora's  imperception  of  the  phenomenon
was contagious, but we went out. We roamed, then we focused,
then we tracked, then we communed to spy.

I recognised the opulent interior of Ekterina's apartment. She
was seated on her settee, reading some sort of tablet. For longer
than I wanted to wait, nothing happened. So we waited. When
the door burst open without any herald what-so-ever, I almost
jumped out of my skin. Which would only have been possible if I
had possessed skin, or a body with which to cover it within, that
was. 

The jamb was shattered to uselessness as the vicars charged in,
in single file. I admired the speed with which Ekterina moved. Of
course, she had not been in the comfort of her abode, reading on
her settee, with a hefty sidearm strapped to her body. Who did
that? So, as the vicars struggled to draw their heaters, she had to
backhand the first of them. Also, with such a force as to break his
neck. The power behind the blow sent his broken body against a
wall, where it crumpled like a Thunderbird whose string had just
been cut. Up came the girls leg and foot, to smash into the jaw of
her  second victim.  While  he  was  tumbling  back against  those
behind him, Ekterina desperately tried to slide through a sliding
door.  Whatever  was  in  the  room  beyond,  it  also  contained  a
heater, that was plain to me. 

She reached it when three of the vicars opened fire with the
hand weapons of their own. The next few seconds did not make
for  easy  viewing.  By  the  end  of  it,  there  was  a  great  deal  of
burning dead fat. The building was starting to go up in flames as
well.  We  communed our  spy  until  the  whole  structure  was  a
blazing inferno, there was no way that the biodroid could just
have  been  stunned!  One  down  one  to  go.  As  we
drifted/flew/floated/ hell, went, to the next location, where Cora
knew the other would-be assassin had resided, it was to survey a
similar scene. We were too late thank goodness. The entire block
was a raging inferno. 

I  found  myself  back  in  bed,  somewhat  abruptly.  Cora  had
climbed on top of me. Without much of a fight, it seemed I was
required to undergo an action replay. Forty minutes later - even I



get fatigued at times, we were in the bath, making the most of the
hotel's complimentary soap, bubble bath, towels and so forth. 

We left together just as dusk was descending,
"Now what", she wanted to know, "Are we done"?
"You are,  I  have one more matter I  need to clear up before

rejoining you at the lab".
"I'll come with you might need...".
"Sorry  Cora,  this  one  is  the  last,  I  want  to  take  care  of  it

personally".
I took her as far as the subway, before going into quick time,

running  back  toward  the  city.  Though the  Holielíder  had  not
been a part of the conspiracy, he had sentenced me to execution
by stoning. I had always prided myself on being neat. He was a
loose end, a loose end that needed tying off. 

22.

There was one little fly in my ointment. Several small flies in
truth,  not  that  I'm in  the  habit  of  lying  you  understand.  The
phrase is just one of those nonsensical things people say while
they're waiting for their brain to catch up with their mouth. The
flies,  the  flies  were  the  vicars.  The  lord  of  the  flies  was  the
Holielíder himself. 

Fortunately, I had a plan. I would have called it a cunning plan,
but that would be superfluous because all my plans are filled, to
complete capacity, with cunning. Undercover in the darkness, I
sloped into the city. To the edge of town where the Kosnovrian
immigrants  had  settled  in  a  conflagration  of  murky  doings
together  with  other  foreign  dodgy  deals.  They  who  had  not
acknowledged the Divine Quartet -  Azmolithus, the god of rock,
Garospendes  goddess  of  water,  Pyroignis  god  of  fire,
Ventusviento goddess of the wind and air. They who would not
even be welcome in  Granisla never mind  Laposturdesgarba.

I went into the heart of the ghetto. All I had to do then was
wait.  Sure enough, the expected vicar patrol came by strolling
down the street as if they were arid of nothing. They should have
been afraid of  the Kosnovrian, but their body armour assured
them, the heater rifles slung over their shoulder further comfort



against  the  ne'er-do-wells  of  the  ghetto.  The  armour  was
constructed  from  jeffla,  an  amazingly  light  but  tough
synthetically  genuine  bond  of  durilite,  durilver  and  durilyon
strips held together by Bostik23. The latter being the stickiest
bonding  agent  ever  created.  Stickier  than  the  stickiest  of
situations Spring-heeled Jack ever found himself stuck in.  

One thing always amazed me about the vicars who wore such
paraphernalia though. It was the fact that, no matter how much
training one did to  toughen one's  body,  no matter  how much
body armour one wore, one could never train the nose to sustain
a firm tap, delivered by the likes of...me. At the very instant the
vicars appeared, I began to move my body into the accelerated
processing that I  had discovered since my induced amnesia.  I
almost ceased the process when I spotted that one of the duo was
not a vicar at all but a vicaress. Then I reasoned that if the female
was willing to take the same wage as one of the vicars, she should
be prepared to take the same risks, to-wit a sore proboscis. 

Moving from the shadows at a pace no man (or woman) could
hope to match, I tapped the girl. As her nose exploded like an
overripe tomato, I was around the back of the male, delivering a
rabbit punch to his neck. My pace slackened, to catch the falling
corpse while the girl howled in astonished pain, rummaging for a
kerchief, to try and staunch the flow. They did not think to put
pockets in the jeffla, a design shortcoming, in my opinion. She
was fumbling in her pants pocket as I began to drag her dead
partner into a convenient side alley. One good thing about pain, I
believe, at any rate, is that it is very distracting. The girl with the
broken nose was very very distracted. So much so, that by the
time she had managed to jamb edges of  her kerchief  up each
nostril, then look up, I was half-way into her partners uniform. 

"Thtop, vicar", she managed, struggling to get her heater rifle
off her shoulder without dislodging the kerchief. We've done the
whole futility of crying out something like that already. Suffice to
say it did not stop me hurrying into the uniform. She had the
rifle  to  her  shoulder  before  I  was  fully  accoutred  as  a  vicar
myself.



"I will thoot you if you try to run, freeth"? The girl demanded.
The poor thing was plainly out of her element, she did not have
the stones for it, as the Kosnovrians would have observed.

"Get  yourself  to  an infirmary,  or  that  nose  of  yours  will  set
crooked  and  ruin  your  pretty  features",  I  advised,  whilst
simultaneously going into speeded metabolic operation. I felt the
heat of the rifle blast on my back as I run away, but it had fallen
short of me. Good for her! She had tried to shoot me! 

So to all intents and purposes when the fat desk sergeant in the
Building of Correction watched me pass, he would not challenge
me unless he knew Officer 23 Vale Hardly personally. When I
strolled into the building in question, it was with mixed emotions
as one can imagine.  I  had been an executioner.  I  had been a
condemned, the only two roles I had not fulfilled in the place, I
was striking off then. The other would not exist for much longer
if I had anything to do with it. 

23.

Events  played-in  more smoothly  than I  had even suspected.
The desk sergeant did not even look up as I passed his counter.
From the edge of his peripheral vision, he must have seen the
black uniform, which was good enough for him. Security was a
joke in the Building of Correction. From memory, I knew where
to expect to find the  Holielíder of  the  Validating Investigative
Constable  of  Authority  & Reparation.  Sitting  behind his  great
wooden desk bestowing the gift of freedom on the accused, or far
more frequently describing the death sentence. How holy must
he be to retain such power? To have the fate of so many in the
palm of his hand, at his whim? 

I had never entertained much time for hatred. It seemed to me
that  it  was  a  force  that  was  just  as  destructive  for  he  who
harboured it as he whom, it was, directed. Yet I realised, at that
instant,  that  I  hated  the   Holielíder.  As  much  as  any  who
perpetrated his power over the plebs, the citizens, me! 

I  was  doing  more  than  simply  enacting  private  vengeance
therefore, I was doing a great community service by eliminating
him.  True,  he  would  be  replaced,  quite  possibly  by  as  foul  a



monster, if not worse. It's healthy to change the faces at the apex
of the pecking order from time to time though, no use letting
them get stale in the knowledge of their supremacy. 

The desk was not being currently manned. That did not matter

greatly, for I knew that a door marked 'Holielíder Chamber
strictly  no admittance',  was  my  invitation.  Turning  the
door  carefully,  I  slipped  inside  to  find  the  allegedly  celibate
holder of the holy office in flagrant with a blonde figure who had
her back to me.  The  Holielíder must have observed my entrance
over her slim shoulder, for he suddenly pushed her off his lap,
gasped,

“Trent, how the devil…”.
“The devil had nothing to do with what I am about”, I told him.

“If  anything,  I  would  hazard  a  guess  that  he’s  more  in  your
court”.

The girl turned taking quite a bit of the wind out of my sails,
surely it was not Cora…

She  seemed  to  read  my  mind,  for  as  she  re-buttoned  her
blouse, she observed,

“Relax, Trent, I’m Ling, not the only other version you made
who’s still walking about”.

“I should have thought I would have given you a bit more sense
than to get involved with this cur”.

His Holielíder was just commencing leaning back in his chair
as I warned him, 

"Reach for  that  button,  I'll  break the  offending finger,  Your
Reverence".  

What  happened  next  was  almost  completely  unexpected.  I
must  confess  that  I  was  caught  off  guard  by  the  speed  and
ferocity  of  Ling's  attack.  Pain has always been a  great way of
achieving  concentration  for  me,  so  when  the  girl  raked  four
layers of flesh from the left side of my face, I decided to defend
myself. She was all talons and teeth, my tactic had always been
more human in its configuration. The punch I delivered was at
the base of her throat, the force of it throwing her away from me.
She reeled away gasping. 



His Holielíder  had decided at  that  moment granted him,  to
ignore my warning, he was halfway toward his desk when my
hammer blow broke his spine. With a whimper rather than a yell,
he fell  to the floor. There he began to pathetically gasp, like a
flatfish  out  of  water.  A  hissing  snarling  she-devil  launched
herself onto my back. Before I could throw her off, one of her
fingernails  had found my left  eye.  The pain was sharp,  acute,
agonising. Inner fluid dribbled down my cheek, I lost vision in
that ruptured ball. I have to confess that I lost my temper at that
point. Before Ling could come at me again, I managed to deliver
a terrible kick to the side of her head, for she was on all fours at
the time.  

By the way that she fell, I knew she would not be getting up,
the force of my booted foot had broken her neck like a stick of
celery. 

"Call for help", came a pathetic voice behind me. I turned to
see, His Holielíder unmoving, “I think you’ve paralysed me”. 

“I’m fairly sure that I have”, I told him, mopping at my ruined
face  with  my  handkerchief.  “Still  when  next  you’re  wheeled
behind your desk, to pronounce your determinations, of release
or demise, perhaps you’ll do it with a bit more humility”.

"If you've crippled me then get my heater from the top drawer
of my desk and finish me, I don't want to live the rest of my life
in  a  wheelchair"?  He  begged.  Evidentially  he  had  never  seen
anyone burned by one of those heinous devices of death. In any
event, I was uninclined to make his end a neat one. Who knew,
perhaps his fate was to gain humility through adversity.  

Holding the handkerchief over my face the best I was able, as
though I  was  about  to  sneeze,  I  hurried from the Building of
Correction.  Anyone acting in  just  such a  manner was  given a
wide berth since the  forty-second wave of infection in the last
decade. No one wanted Corona 23, some even still wore masks in
the hope of  protecting themselves  from contracting  the  killer.
The  pain  was  tremendous.  It  made  me  yearn  for  the
underground laboratory, where I could rest and lick my wounds.
I possessed the ability, the skill to install a prosthetic eye in the
socket. One that could see far better, than a human orb. The very



latest Mitsubishi Ocular-supreme even looked fairly realistic to
any who was not gazing keenly.

By the time I reached the subway though it was getting dark. I
was having difficulty seeing, adjusting to my loss. Although my
right eye was undamaged, I was used to stereoscopic information
in the form of images. I was feeling the loss keenly. I went into
the darkness carefully, slowly as a result. For the first time since
waking in the hospital what seemed like a lifetime ago, I felt truly
vulnerable. I wanted to get back to Cora, the remaining version
of the woman of whom I was fond. I wanted to reunite with my
friend/assistant  Kortiné   Kroxbruff  of  Krorkshome.  He  would
install the Mitsubishi, leaving my only task to hunt down the rest
of the biodroids and finish what I had started.

The rail line seemed to last forever. It was no different from my
first  journey  in  actuality,  but  my seemingly  infinite  supply  of
vitality was draining from me quickly. I almost half-wept (with
the one eye) when the cave-in finally came into view. Feverishly I
hauled open the  heavy iron  door,  stumbling  into the  corridor
beyond.  It  took almost  all  of  my remaining vitality  to close it
behind me before slowly traversing the interior through the door
of  the  laboratory.  Obviously  -  I  had been expected.  Kroxbruff
would have been monitoring the  less  resolved pictures on his
monitor, would even know one of my eyes was gone. I doubted
the sensor in my  ruined left eye had survived the attack. What
surprised me was that Cora did not rush to greet me. Indeed of a
sign of her, there was none. There was a welcoming committee,
but  the  identity  of  one  of  the  duo  was  not  something  I  was
expecting. 

“Tallowquist”!? I gasped, “How can it be”?
He was holding a heater, aimed at me, who else? 
The diminutive and dislikable man chuckled, asked me almost

incredulously,
"Trent,  don't  you know there are always seven dwarves.  I'm

Tallowquist  Sixpebble and I'm pissed off  with you.  You're  the
man who killed my brother". 

I looked over at Kroxbruff, realisation dawning on me slowly
through my pain,



"Kortiné! You're He. It was never me, was it? It was You all
along"? 

“Oh  we  did  the  initial  work  together”,  the  artist/surgeon
admitted, "Your work was the better of we two. Then it was you
who began to have doubts. You decided to destroy what we had
created.  Started  to  feel  sorry  for  the  mewling,  stinking  plebs,
started to  side  with  men,  when they've  had their  day.  Indeed
they've ruled the galaxy for too long, Gheric. I tried to change
your mind, you had the notion to biodroid yourself, all the better
to wipe out those who we had lovingly created. I let you, even
helped you wipe your memory, reasoning that it was the best way
of dealing with you. All I had to do was set you loose, then have
you eliminated. The only miscalculation I made was in how well
we made you. You proved to be more durable, stronger, quicker
than I had estimated. You've done a great deal of damage to us,
our cause Gheric, but finally, you made one huge mistake. You
underestimated your one-time partner and friend, Me. I had but
one course of action, as ever, unchanging, I became He". 

“And  Cora?  What  if  I  agree  to  leave  with  her,  disappear
somewhere, forget this whole sorry mess”.

"You  would  never  stick  to  that,  we  both  know  it.  No  Cora
belongs  with  her  kind.  You  do  not  have  a  kind  Gheric,  what
would one call a misanthrope who hates biodroids"? 

"What about You, Kortiné? You are still of-man. Do You hate
Your kind so, that You'd see it die out with Your generation"? 

"I  think it  will  take longer than that",  came His reply.  "The
biodroids will not slay humanity, they will insidiously infiltrate
them.  Taking  over  the  key  posts,  slowly  drive  them  out  of
positions of  power,  then?!  Well,  there might  have to be  some
necessary culling eventually I suppose, but it won't happen in My
lifetime and certainly not yours".   

“You’re insane”.
“What is madness but the reverse side of the coin of genius”.
I began to speed up my metabolism, but Sixpebble suddenly

barked, 
“Hasten your demise by this weapon in my hand why don’t

you,  Trent.  You  must  have  known  this  was  coming  –  fool.
Remember the ancient celluloid film-noir? The protagonist who



kills in the opening reel always ends up on the wrong side of
justice”.

“Which  one  are  you  then”?  I  asked  obtusely  “Dopey  or
Grumpy”.

At the gibe, his finger began to tighten on the trigger ... 


